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The·.gloves,
come off
JASON IRSAY
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STAFF WRITER

Verbally jabbing each
other, Jeb Bush and Bill
McBride took the gioves off
during their second debate
Tuesday. ·
As
their campaigns
wind
down,
McBride blasted
Bush's record
during his first
term, while-Bush
countered that
McBride's plans
would
spell
doom
for
Floridians.
The debate,
three
weeks
before the ~lection on Nov. 5,
broadcast on radio stations
across Florida, contained
several tense moments .. The
candidates diSagreed on edu.cation funding, class sizes
and gay adoption, among
other issues.
At one ·point, after Bush
criticized McBride's connections with Florida's lawyers,
McBride answered, "Taking a
shot at the lawyers of Florida
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is probably a little bit, you
need to raise the level of your
game a bit"
Education again took
center
stage,
with
Republican Bush criticizing
proposal
to
McBride's
increase spend:..
ing
and
_McBride,
!l
Democrat, blasting
Bush's
record on education.
'Weire 44th
in class sizes,"
McBride said.
''Again, they've
·gone down every
year of this

Candidales
getting
nieaner
as election
nears

admini~tration.

Teacher salaries haven't increased." McBride also
said Florida ranks 49th in
graduation rates, and .that
teachers drive from Florida
into Georgia to earn $10,000
more a year.
Re~ponding to a question from the audience, both
candidates expressed support for home schooling, but
PLEASE SEE
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New senators; new
priorities for SGA
.
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With the swearing in
today of the 35th Student
Government
Association
· Senate, at least three of the
52 newly elected senators
say they hope to communicate with students better
than their predecessors and
steer funds to campus
groups that were previously
left out of the loop. '
"I want to make our SGA
more open and responsive,"
said Bryan Stewart, 28, · a
senior economics major and .
a newly elected senator from
the College of Business
Administration.
"I don't want to badmouth
anyone," he said. ''A lot of
good people have served. But
SGA doesn't reach students
in a proactive way.'" ,
Two other newly elected

senators, Isaac Brail, 20, a
' sophomore in math education who represents the
College · of Education, and
Kyle Qonsidder, 25, a ·senior
finance major who also represents the College of
Business Administration,
said similar things about
SGA's poor interaction with
students.
Considder said that ·after
he faced pr~blems during the
recent SGA Senate elections
because of wrong information given to him by-SGA officials, it was clear to·him that
better communication was
needed.
As elected members of a
representative legislative·
body, members of the SGA
Senate are required by SGA
rules to seek ideas and opinions from students in the colPLEASE SEE
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·Professors moonlight with OPO
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

At 16 years old, While in France, UCF senior
Joseph. Whitt, decided to pursue his string bass
musical career. Nowadays, he is performing with
the Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra.
Whitt, 27, began playing with the OPO in
2000. He has subbed a few times and recently
signed a one-year contract to be on the substitute
list.
"In 1996 I witnessed Dave Holland Quintet
playing at the New Morning jazz club in the heart
of downtown Paris," Whitt said. "Dave Holland's

sound and presence moved me to sell _all of my
electric equipment."
"The orchestra is great. The seats at the-Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre are always filled and
encores are a given," Whitt said.
Whitt is not the only UCF presence in the
orchestra. Although he is the only student in the
orchestra, three faculty members provid~ other
important roles. Don-Michael Hill is the principle
bassist, Melissa Kraut plays the cello and Julie
Fox, is the assistant principle bassoonist for the
OPO.
.
,
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INSIDE
Reading, wridng, line dancing

The witching hour is upon us...

Less-than-ordinary UCF electives.

Get set for Halloween.
-NEWS,6

.•

CFF

UCF adjunct professor Don-Michael Hill practices before ashow atthe Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Hill has been teaching at UCF for three years and has played with the Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra since '96.

-LIFESTYLES, 26
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UCF FACT
UCF ranked 38th in the nation foe
'
strength of its research and ~
patents by Mfrs Magazine of
Innovation. Only UF, at 20th, ranks
higher a~oniAorida SUS schools. .
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Get your FREE specialty ~offee
or fountain drink at Crisper$.
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s
Can the aol:d _outs, because Grisper.s
has a better idea... go_arrnet salads
and hearty stacked 'Sandwiches
llllade with the freshest ingredi:em:s
and a lot of imagination. We're the
1
bealthy, delicious quick alternative to
• fast food ... now in Orlando witlil new
locatior:ts openi11g ,all tine time.
I . Our gounmet salads,'tempting soups,
1
and -stacked sandwiohes (on all kinds
of special breads) deliver a kno~kout
taste sensation.

Austin Powers ha&his mojo, but we've goty0ur
moch(.l Jatte ... or cappucino ... or any Crispers coffee
creation y<ilu want .. FE.EE. Try one of our special ty
coffees like JCU'l'laican Me Crazy, Macadamia Nut
and Cr-earn,, Mochacoin0 Blast, and @ts more.
Get one FREE vv:ith every gourmet salad 0ver $4.00 ·
or heavty stacked sandwieh you purchase. Just show
your valid UCF card.
1

't g1 e ·y.0u REE specialty coffee...
and you don't: have to kno-µr b ans!

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous .. £xtremely Premium ice
cream. creamy dliiees-ecakes, rrich
layer cakes, codkies, aml brownies .

1

. I

Free spectalty coffee or fountain ddnk with main dish purchase and UGf student card
off~r good Oct. 17 - Oc:t..30. Lirm"i;J: one per customer per visit, please.
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Swbs are okay, but thlere"'s a rbetter.,
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UNLIMITED

,

Anytime Minutes

UCF Washington Center

Call aU you want.

(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

When you want
To where you want across
the U.S. for one monthly fee.

$99.99

407-282-5850
-HUR.R V!.
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•

(Promotional Offer Ends 10/19/2002)
•
, 79. 99 fi~~~i"'Slf10
•29•9f> ~~~~~,;u~iair
•50. 00 ~~~!ta

3250 Minute•

3500 Minutes

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

3000 Nights & Weekends

3000 Nlghts & Weekends

Nights &Weekends

Nights & Weeke~s

250 Anytlm Minutes

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

Nationwide Long Olst.ance &

Statewide Long Distance & Roaming

700 Anytime Minutes

Statewide Long Distance &Roaming

$Q "NETCOSF

(i y&ar agreement}

(1 year agreement)

Nationwide Long Distance &

Roaming on AT&T Network

Roaming on AT&T Network
(2 year agreement)

{2-year agreement)

· =FREE
C 2002 AT&T Wireless, All ng~1S rflSll!Ved. Requ~es new activation on a qualified AT&T \'lireles~ calling plan, cred~ appf!JWI, activation fee, on• or two-year agreem@n~ a digital mulli-netwolt phone and a cancellation lee. Night & Weekend Minutes and Nationwi<fe Long Distance promotions available as long as yoo remain on the same eligible AT&T Wireless rate plan
selll!'led at activation. Benefits ta!fllinata upon canceHation or ilvoluntary suspension of selVica or migration to another rate plan, including migration to another plioa point. M!!Y not be available for purohase or use In all a~s. Phone availability and pric;e may vary at AT&T Wireless A~thoriz~ Dealer locations. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each
Cl\U is rounded up to th~ nexj lull mi~ute . Montnly included anq promotional tnloutes canoot be carried over to any other fl\Onlh. floa(nir)g, additioi\al minute cl\arges, oth~r rastlictions, charges, surcha!ges al1t1 talies apply. SUbjecl to General Temis and Conditions and caling plan brochure. May not be available Mth other offers. Promotions: Available on caJs plaoed
t\Dtn yo~r Home Calliog Area. Applicable lo!'g dlslance phafllas addltional. Night aiid weekend airtime is Imm 9:00 p.tn. to 5:59 a.m. Monday-Frida.Y; aJl(I Fliday 9:00 p.m. \luQl!!lh ~ 5:()9 a.ro. Nationwide Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Calfing Area to aiiyMiere in the U.S. Standard airtime charges apply.
!lpec!al Promotions: 200 Addit~l lilinu\es or Na\ionwide Long Distan~ or 500 Local ~e to "1obile available on ~w activatiol\S on AT&T Wire\ess Natloi1al Network $34.99 or above, AT&.T Wireless l'ltgltal A<lvll'ltil99 $39.99 or above caning plans with Signed one or two-year agreement Night & Weekend Promotions: 3000 Nigh1S & Weekends with one-year
agreement; Unlimited Nights & Weakeqds 'flilh two-year agreeqienl Activallon fee: Start o( ~Mee lee: $36 ooe·yeqr agreeme~t; $26 Start of selVice fee credit only available wilh signed tw<>-year seivice ijgreement. You will be charye<l $36 activation fee tt signed two-year contract not received withi~ 60 days olactiva~ons. $50 Mall-In Rebate: One rebate per purthase
ot a new Nokia 5165 or 3360 cigllal mul\l·netwo!l< phone. Expi1es 10/19102

lFREE ACCESSORY PACKAGE i
Handsfre · Earpiece, Car Charger, and
Leather Case w/ this ad.
($60 In Savings)
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· Pefta: . Tilt conduct panel toward students
.•

Student
.president
of
Development and Enrollment
Services, hears appeals that
Student
Government grow out of the Student
Association leaders are con- Conduct Review Board, it is
cerned that panelists who wrong for him to also appoint
rule on student conduct viola- the members of that board.
tions treat students unfairly
"I'm sure they have some
because they are appointed pressure to aet in the same
by the same campus adminis- manner as the person who
trator who is the final author- appointed them would act;"
ity on conduct violations.
Pena said.
The review board sits in
Student Body President
Marco Pena said that si.Ilce judgment when allegations
Thomas Huddleston, the vice are made that someone has
SHEYLA NIEVES

~ s~re they have-

STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

.some pressure to act
in the same manner as
the _person who
appoi~ted them.
'ii?"'\

-MAR<OP
Student Body Jiliresid
~y

violated the student conduct
code, which is part of the
Golden Rule policy that
defines appropriate behavior
for UCF students.
Provisions in the Golden
Rule currently are up for revision. Pena ·wants the policy
for appointing student members to the review board to be
revised as well.
Under the current policy,
Huddleston appoints faculty ,
members,
administrative
staff and students who apply

for positions on the review
board. From this group, ·
smaller panels are formed based upon the availability of
individual board members for each hearing on a student's conduct.
The review board's decision is then forwarded to the
Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities for any punative action. If a student chooses to appeal the decision, he
PLEASE SEE
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·-: Opportunities abound with UCF, OPO partnership
•

"UF and FSU both. have a
school of music with the intent of
"I think - the ~ Orlando placing their students into. the proPhilharmonic's
relationship with fessional workforce," Hill said.
• UCF's music teachers
"Neither school is located near
is essential,"
said Resident Conductor Andrew a professional orchestra, opera, or
Lane. ''They provide much needed ballet. ·Orlando has all three," he
leadership and their musical skills said .
Julie Fox, a member of the
are very valuable to the orchestra."
Whit stuqied bass with John OPO, has taught at UCF since 1996.
Fox began playing the bassoon
Williams, principal bassist in the
Oklahoma City Philharmonic, at in sixth grade after her band directhe University of Oklahoma in 1997 tor decided to expand the instrubefore moving to Orlando in the mentation of the band.
"He pulled out a bassoon and
• spring of 1999.
Originally, Whit did not even asked if someone wanted to try it,"
plan on majoring in music. He Fox said. "I had never seen one up
moved to Orlando to pursue a fihn close and thought it looked pretty
degree at UCF. But when he met exotic!"
Fbx received her bachelor of
Lee Eubank, chairman of the UCF
Department of Music, Eubank per- music degree from the University
of Texas. Meanwhile, she played
him otherwise.
• suaded
"He gave me a new perspec- with the Austin Symphony as a
tive on the instrument and I quick"' contrabassoonist.
She then moved to Boston to
ly decided to re.start my path iii
play as principal bassoonist with
music," Whitt said.
Whitt's teacher, Don-Michael the Portland Symphony and
Hill and has taught at UCF for the attended the New Engiand
Conservatory on a full scholarship.
past three years.•
Fox said the music program at
Hill began playing the bass
UCF is encouraging serious musiwhen he was 11.
"I was attracted to the mellow cians.
"Majoring in music_'for the fun
tones," he said.
Hill began pursuing his per- of it' is being discouraged and has
formance degree at the University surprised some students ~en the
of Minnesota. He then transferred expectations from the iaculty are
to
the Curtis Institute of Music in b.igi}er," she said.
•
"Unfortunately I cannot say
Philadelphia on full scholarship
that the facilities are adequate,"
and graduated in 1992.
When ·Hill entered his first she added. "It has reached a .point
• international audition, he won a of regression without an adequate
place in the Orquesta Sinfonica de fine arts library, rehearsal and perCastilla y Leon in Valladolid, Spain. .formance space and quality instruThis provided him with the oppor- ments for the students."
• tunity to travel and perform with
OPO has an essential management board of people that help
many leading Spanish soloists.
His career continued · with make decisions regarding salary,
• , another orchestra in Spain, and concerts and the hiring process.
"It is designed to help avoid
then in 1995, he returned to the
situations with management and
United States.
Since his arrival home, Hill musicians, which have destroyed
has performed with many orches- many symphonies in the US in the
tras. In 1996 he became principal last few decades," Fox said.
·Melissa Kraut, a cello teacher
bassist with the OPO and also ·
eai:ned a . position with the at UCF for four years, agreed that
UCF has big opportunities.
Jacksonville Symphony.
"It is very exciting to think of
If UCF created a school of
music, instead of a department of the possibilities for the future,"
music, and.created a master's pro- Kraut said. "We will be under new
gram, it would be the only school of leadership next year as we have a
music in F1.orida located in a major . new chair coming in. In addition,
we are conducting searches for
metropqlitan -area.
FROM PAGE
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O'Connor self-taught, award-winning
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

•

Mark O'Connor is a self-taught _fiddler. He
picked up a fiddle for the first time at the age of ·
11. Today, as a grown man, O'Connor continues
to play the fiddle in a professional capacity. This
Saturday he will perform with the Orlando
Philharmonic Orchestra. .
The composer of classical fiddle music may
have had humble beginnings but by age 17, he
had won the country's most prestigious fiddle
competition. Through his
teen years, he played many
styles of music but honed
Date:
most of his talent on the fidSaturday,
Oct. 19
dle .
At 19, O'Connor joined
Time:
the "Dixie Dregs" and eventu8 p.m.
ally won the Country Music
Location:
Association's musician of the
Bob Carr
year with his compositions on
Performing Arts
the electric violin. By the time
Centre
he turned 30, he would win
the coveted title five times.
Ticket prices:
In 1993, O'Connor pre$11.50. students
. miered his first composition,
"Fiddler's Concerto," with the
Santa
Fe
Orc)J.estra.
Composing ,many pieces throughout the past
decade, he has released many records and has
played with Yo Yo Ma on the best-selling album,
"Appalachian Waltz."
The classical music enthusjast today is
working for more than personal recognition. He
performs hoping that he can promote a style of
music that is relatively unpopular, particularly
among college students.
"I feel like we have praetically hit bottom,"
O'Connor said. "I think people like what they
like, and that's just the way it is. We, as a culture or society, instill and put a different kind of
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several other positions."
Kraut was introduced to the
cello during a pre_sentation at her
school when she was 7 years old.
"I thought the cello was the
coolest," she said.
Four years later, Kraut decided· to pursue playing cello as a
career. She attended the Cleveland
Institute of Music for her bachelor's
degree, the University of Iowa for
her master's degree and received
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Fiddler Mark O'Connor will perform Oct. 19 at the Boo Carr
. Performing Arts Centre.

importance i,n our culture about different kinds
of music and art."
· "People like me need to continue to try hard
and keep putting out work," he said.
"Eventually, people will take notice again."

her doctorate from Northwestern
University.
Kraut said that she always
played in an orchestra while she
was attending school.
''While in Cleveland, I played
in the Youngstown Symphony and
while in Iowa, I was prinCipal cellist
of the Cedar Rapids Symphony" · ·
Kraut began playing with the
OPO as a sub in 1999.
"When I moved here, I audi-

tioned to be a sub with the orchestra," she said. "I love orchestral
playing. Sitting in the middle of an
orchestra, being surrounded by the
sound of an orchestra, it's quite a
thrill!"
Even though the OPO is only
10 years old, Kraut said they continue to improve every year.
"I enjoy being a part of and
supporting the arts in my community."
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Class_size, gun control issues of-contention
FROM PAGE

l

Floridians dont stiffer. I believe I
have the plans to get us there, and
I have the experience to deliver."
McBride said voters ~hould
choose between the status quo and
his vision.
"Let me ask the people. of
Florida to step back, decide
whether or not what's been going
-on is what you like," McBride said.
"If you do, you ·should reelect or
rehire the governor. If you want a
. different approach, I'd like you to
go with me on this."
"You solve problems with~
ple," McBride said. "I never took
anything off the table. I want the
people of Florida to put everything
back on the table. Everyone has
room at the table."
The second debate came one
week before the two candidates
will meet for their final debate, Oct.
22 at UCE The final debate will
take place in the Student Union at
7 p.m. WESH Channel 2 will'televise the debate, moderated by Tim
Russert of "Meet the Press", live
across the state.

Bush promoted it more than
McBride.
Bush said: "They [parents
who home-school their children] relieve the overcrowded
~re
schools. Imagine if it became
the first priority for every family to say, in this crazy world we
Bush
McBride
live in, that our children come
first. We would have less 'neg-JEB BUSH
me."
lect and abuse."
Florida
The candidates took opposite
McBride countered that
public schools need to remain stances on the question of gay
·
the centerpiece of any debate adoption.
"I do believe that if you're
on education. He said that most
"I do not believe that," to the people of this state."
families do nof have the time or going to have permanency that it
Bush blasted McBride's.plans
should
be
with.
a
loving
couple
that
McBride
said. "I think it's wrong to
economic wherewithal to homeis a man and a wife," Bush said. discriminate against classes of for the state:·
school their children.
. "He's offered empty promises,
"What we need to do is "That is the law of this land, it's in people."
In their closing statements the and those promises, when you
focus the debate on our public the courts, but I also believe that
schools,." M~Bride said. "We · personally .. .! do . not believe candidates appealed to voters to read the fine print, are going to
need to focus on making sure that. .. gay couples should adopt .choose the candidate they think oost billions of dollars," Bush said.
"The only way to pay for biloffers the strongest future for ·
that the Florida public school children."
lion-dollar promises is tQ cut
McBride said the interests of Florida.
system is amongst the best in
the children should matter more
"I think what you heard are spending on needed programs or
the nation."
"I want all th~ people in than the sexual orientation of two distinct messages," Bush said. raise taxes ... we need to protect
'We have fulfilled our commitment our economic recovery so
Florida that believe that we're potential parents.
doing the best we can for their
[public education] to vote for
Gov. Bush again," McBride said.
"I don't believe he deserves it
based on that record. Vote for
me if you want to improve our
public schools."
Bush repeatedly dismissed
the class-size amendment as a
·measure tbat would damage
Florida's economy.
"I believe this class-size
initiative will hurt accountability, will hurt the recruitment of
teachers, will hurt the taxpayers of this state, and will
require us to consider cutting
other programs that are of
great value to Floridians," Bush
said.
McBride said he supported
the intent of the amendment
and would work to implement it
if he wins the election and the
amendment passes.
"If the people of Florida
vote for class size reduction,
then I'm going to try to implement it," McBride said. "I'll
work with Republicans. rn ·
work with Democrats." .
Bush attacked McBride's
stance on the class-size amendment.
"When you add your other
promises up, you know for a
Take a 3-hour practice test and find out how ·ready you are for the real thing.
fact that this is going to cause
Receive individual feedback on your test-taking strengths and weaknesses
an increase in taxes," Bush ·
said to McBride. "This would
and learn strategies that will help you "ace the real test.
break the back of a whole lot of
people ... this is so lArge that
Time an".' Date: Saturday, November 9, 2002@ 10~m
taxes will go up and we'll have
dimini~hed teacher quality, and
to suggest, well, we'll sit around
Location: University of Central Florida
a table and figure this out, is
Building & Room Number TBA
irresponsible, Bill."
The candidates agreed on
gun control but little else. Both
Spaces are limited!
Bush and McBride opposed
additional gun laws.
Please call us·or visit us online to reserve, your seat!
'We don't need any more
laws in Florida to address gun
/
control issues," McBride said.
"As governor I'm going to listen
to prosecutors, to sheriff, to
police officers, and I think
that's what the governor needs
to do."
Bush responded: "I ·think
we've heard an epiphany.about
Mr. McBride's views on gun
· control. I believe he's leaning
toward a more common sense
position." Bush added: "I also appreciate the fact that Mr. McBride
Gui~ance
says he woilld listen to law
enforcement_ officers. That's
*Test names are registered trademarks of their res~lve own~rs.
why I'm really happy a majority
of the sheriffs are supporting

's offered empty promises,
and those promises, when you
read the fine print, going to
cost billions of dollars.

Take a· FREE prai:tice test and find out! ·
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1-800-KAP-·TEST
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. . behalf of the Student Body, we woul~ like to thank you for
giving us ten outstanding years of service. You have been a stu-·
dent advocate and have always··b een approachable to stude~t leaders and the student body. Your work the past ten years has elevat:
ed UCF to the upper echelon of Universities in the South~ast. We
appreciate your service and dedication to the University. It's going .
to be a t_r~~~ndous challenge to rind someone that can rill your
· shoe _; · ~· -~~ - .
· .: ·
~

~

. ·'

·~-

It has also been a pleasure serving on t~e University budget committee -with you.·Your experience and knowledge have made for
an·efficient use of resources that have been instrumental in helping the President accomplish his goals for th.e University. ._
, we·are losing a great Provost but gaining an experienced professor. Thank you for your tremendous support of the student body
and for _the tireless work you 'have do~~ to make .uc;F the great
university that it is today!
Sincerely,

Marco Peiia ·
STIJDENT BODY PRESIDENT

·Brian Kirlew·
STIIDENT BODY VICE PRESIDENT

Brian Battles ·
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

•

6 •News

Reading and writing
and .line danCing
RENEE BEAUDETTE
STAFF WRITER

Theresa Tramontano only needed two more
credits to qualify as a full-time student. Scrolling
through the class schedule, she spotted the perfect
class. Two--credits, once a week, in the afternoon,
and it seemed pretty easy.
She figured "Country Western Line Dancing"
would not pose much of a challenge.
Students take a number of courses, like line
dancing, to fill general education requirements or
give themselves ·a break from their conventional,
and generally more difficult, courses. UCF offers
many fun electiv,es such as line dancing, golf, bowling, self-defense and outdoor lei.Sure activities.
Most students who take these classes see them as ·
enjoyable grade boosters.
"I needed an elective, and this seemed like a
lot of fun," said sophomore Nikki Marchetti. "The
instructor we have is so excited about the class
and projects that energy on·to us."
Tramontano thought the class would be fun
and also give her the opportunity t_o focus on her
academics.
"I need to keep_my GPA up to keep my scholarship, and these Classes let you focus on your
harder classes for your major," Tramontano said.
''And they don't have any homework."
· While students often do not expect to learn
anything from the fun electives, like golf, that they
take, some students have learned valuable lessons.
"Most business deals are actually made on the
golf course, so it's pretty important to know how to
play," said ~enior Justin Blews, a finance major.
"Golf lets them learn skills about a game that they
may not of otherwise had the chance to plaY."
Other non-academic classes have obvious
merit for the real world.
Jessica.Feraco, a junior, took the self-defense
class and enjoyed it.
'We learned a lot about ways to defend yourself, but you also learn about the actual laws con-

:it

,

-

.I need to keep my
6PA ~p to ke~p my
scholarship,- and
these classes let
_- you focus on your
harder classes for
your major. And
·they don't have
· any homework.
-THERESA TRAMONTANO

cerning a,ssault."
Blews thinks that these classes are an integral part of a student's education.
"I-think we should offer more physical education classes. I would take them," he said.
Some classes that students mentioned that
they would like to see include: rowing, more aerobics, and different dance types.
These electives help 1 shl:dents boost their
GPA'.s while also helping them relax.
Marchetti said: "It's nice to be able to take a
break from all the academics and learn something
fun."

'ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS!!
The 14th International C_
o nference on
College Teaching and L~arning

Don't wa_ste your~tirne
studying ...
make the most of it! __

April 1-5, 2003
Jacksonville, Florida
has designed a special track just for YOU!
*Special $110 Registration Fee

A diagnostic self-assessment tool for students
that identifies weaknesses

*Graduate Student Featured Presentation
*Special Graduate Student Hospitality Room

and turns them into strengths

*Graduate Student Poster Session Event

*$500 .Ca eh Award for the Best Grad Student Poster Presentation
More than online quizzing! GradeSummit can

*
*
*

·PLUS Keynote Presentations by:

,Glenn DuBois

Sylvia Naear
Author of

Chancellor, Virginia

A Beautiful Mind

Community College Syetem

tell you how much you know before you take an exam - not after

II
Meave Leakey

pinpoint your strengths and weakne·sses so you focus study time
on the areas that need it most
allow you to get the most out of your study time

Try I he Ii rs I 3. ch a p I er s

f R E E!

"When I began taking this course I was worried about getting a C. As it stands now, I'm going to
get a strong A, and I feel that.GradeSunimit had everyth ing to do with [this success). If I had
used Grade Summit in all three of my courses, I would have saved 3-4 hours a week studying"

Paleoanthropologist
and._Zoologlst

Nikki Rogers, student
The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Conference Publication: Selected, juried papers will be published and distributedto all participants

"I love the instant feedback and I feel I learn better with this system."

For additional information, consult www.teachlearn.org. or contact
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GradeSummit available for these . _c ourses:

DEADLINE FOR POSTER SESSION PROPOSALS: DECEMBER 2, 2002
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Carmen Michaels, studeni,
Fontbonne' University

Jack Chambers: E-mail: jchamber@fccj.edu--Phone: 904-632-3231 Fax: 904-632~3289
Jeana Davis: E-mail: jmdavis@fccj.edu--Phone: 904-632-3088 Fax: 904-632-3289
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American tt'istory •
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Blackw•ll
Publishing

in
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The TlT Group

General Chemistry
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Better fund
. ,distribution
on SGA,agenda
..

.

College Republicans
Considder is the group's
leges that · they represent. chairman - and the College
That's also true for those sen- Democrats. That exclusion is
ators ~ho represent students wrong, especiaily in an elecenrolled at the UCF campuses· tion year, Considder said.
in Daytona Beach J3revard
"Once I saw things weren't
County.
getting done the way they
Even so, "Most people should, that determined me to
don't know their senators," get a seat," he added.
Brail said.
Student Body President
Stewart pointed to the low Marco Pena will not attend the
number of students who par- . opening of the 35th Senate
ticipated in the _recent elec,.,
·
tions as a reflection of how
poorly SGA promotes events
to the student body.
On a campus of 39,000 students, just 1,735 students
voted in primary elections and
only 710 students voted in
·subsequent run-off elections
to pick the winners. Among
the 52 people elected are 27
students who will be joining
the SGA Senate for the first
FROM.PAGE 1
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•
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tim~~t problems include not
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only a lack of interest among
students and the failure of
SGA to reach out to those students. Campus organizations
that must rely on their Senate
remesentatives for help als9
face a communication pro~lem, Brail said.
"Students can openly
come to a [Senate] meeting,
but I know some senators
don't respond to organizations looking for them," he
8:dded.
Improved
contacts
between SGA and students
· would E)ncourage ·. more student involvement, Considder
·
said.
Stewart, in · particular,
even campaigned on a platform that promised to open up
S.GA to more students.
Specifically; he wants to
televise Senate meetings so
that students who could not
attend in person would he
able to tune in, and create an
€-niail list of students who
wished to receive a copy of the
Senate agendas before each
. me~ting. Such steps would be
"timely, convenient and proactive," he said. .
DUring the Senate's weekly sessions, debate focuses
most often on funding for student clubs and organizations,
with the ·Senate makirig recommendations -on how to
spend millions of dollars generated annually by per-credithour fees.
As he makes those decisions, $tewart -said, he will
focus on two things: Will the
expense increase the value of
a UCF degree? And will it
increase the quality of life on
cainpus?
~
Stewart,
Brail
and
Considder each said that
funding for student groups in
the past has been uneven. All
tmee said thaflact influenced
their decisions to seek a
'senate seat.
Many small organizations
that applied for funds this fall
received no money from SGA
for the 2002-2003 budget year.
Those groups included the

Most peop_
le
don't know
their
senators••• I. .know some
senators don't
respond to .
organizations
looking _for·
them.

-ISAAC BRAIL
Sen. for College of Education

'Please Reserve Your Seat-To
Attend TIAA-CREF's Financial
Education Seminar On:
Retirement Income Flexibilities
Get answers to the important questions facing you at retirement-how
much money is enough .. !what are your retirement income
options .. . when a'nd how can you begin receiving income, and more.
Date:
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Place:
Student Union, Room 222-

You can also meet -with a TIAA-CREF
Financial Consultant for one-on-one
counseling on:
because of a Florida Student
Association meeting. But he
said his message to senators
this session is to spend wisely
·and diversely ·among student
organizations.
· Stewart,
Brail
and
Considder also said they want
to improve programs and better their respective colleges.
The frustrations felt by
education students who were
. moved this fall into portable
classrooms led Brail to seek a
position in the Senate from
which he could better express
his peers' views, he said. Five
out of six Senate seats allot- ted to the College of Education
were empty as of the final roll
call of the exiting Senate.
Seats assigned to ·the
Rosen School of Hospitality
Management and Daytona
Beach campus also were
empty. One of three undeclared seats was empty, and
one of seven seats representing the.College of Engineering
and Computer Science was
empty.
The filled seats included
· all those assigned to the
College
of
Business
Administration (10 seats), the
College ·of Health and Public
Affairs (eight seats)~ the
College of Arts and Sciences
(14 seats) and seats representing the School of
Optics/CREOL
arrd
the
Brevard campus.

Date:
Wednesday, November 6, 2002
Time: ·
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
Student Union, .Room 222
Date:
Thursday, November 7, 2002
Time:
10:45 am - 4:30 pm
Place:
Student Union, Room 222
Date:
Monday, December 16, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - ,4:30 pm ·
Place:
Student Union, Room 222
Date:
Tuesday, December 17, .2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
>
Place:
Student Union, Room· 222
RSVP:
Call at 1 800-842-2003 to schedule an appointment or register
Online at www.tiaa-cref.org/moc

~~

-m::,

Managing money for people

with other things to think abo·ut:M

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
For more information, call (800) 842-2733, ext. 5~09, for prospectu·ses. Read thein carefully before investing. © 2002 Teachers ·
Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund. (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

.,
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LICE BEAT

Saying·'NO' won't save you
of Law Enforcement for analysi.S -· Officer Jenkins asked the five peowith the blue pill found in ple in the room for identification
Bonner's car.
and none .of them were over 21 William M. Bonner received
years of age.
seven felony counts for posses- . What about your friends?
Penvose a.Sked .everyone to
sion of a weapon on school
. UCF police arrested David D. produce all the alcohol in their
,
grounds Oct. 9.
Barnhill for felony possession of room and four of the five said they
. Officer Scott Penvose cocaine, cann~bis .and drug para- didn't have alcohol on them. stopped Bonner at 8:20 p.m. ·after phernalia Oct. 8.
Merluzzi gave Penvose a bothe saw Bonner, 19, driving withOfficer James Roberts tle · of 151 rum and a bottle of
out his headlights on.
stop:(>ed Barnhill at 2:26 a.m. after Mike's Hard Lemonade and said
Penvose smelled burnt he saw Barnhill, 19, stopped in a that was he had.
. . cannabis coming from the front of traffic lane in Lake Claire.
Penvose asked Merluzzi if he
Bonner's car and asked for perWhen Barnhill opened his was sure and .Merluzzi respondmission to search Bonner's car. wallet to get his driver's license . ed., ''Yes, I'm positive," you can look
Bonner refused saying, "No, I'm in and regll?tration, Roberts saw a if you want to."
a hurry:"
While Penvose questioned
second license in Barnhill' s wal·the others in the room, Officer
Penvose told Bonner he let.
smelled cannabis and was going
Rob~rts asked Barnhill if he Jenkins found another bottle of
to search his car. Penvose found a had any other licenses in his wal- alcohol under Merluzzi's ·bed.
blue pill under the front passen- let and Barnhill said he did not. Penvose continued the search and
ger seat and Officer Amir Roberts then ~ked for consent to found three empty beer bottles,
Paymayesh found a small amount search Barnhill's wallet and three empty bottles of Mike's
of cannabis spread over the dri- Barnhill agreed.
Hard Lemonad~, a bottle of Jack
ver's side floorboard. ·
During the search, Roberts Daniel's, a bottle of Amaretto and
The officer8 saw a way to found a pipe with residue that a bottle of Smirnoff Twist.
access the trunk from inside the , Roberts·has seen commonly used . · Penvose also found an' air
car. The officers searched the ' to smoke cannabis. He also found pistol under Merluzzi's bed.
Penvose arrested _Merluzzi and
trunk and found one 10-inch knife rolling papers.
· in· a carrying case, four throwing
Roberts asked if Barilbill had took him to the Orange County
stars, two 7-inch throwing knives any other cannabis on him or in Jail. .
in a case and one long rifle pellet the car and Barnhill said be had a
gun.
Tupperware bowl with cannabis Triple play
When Penvose arrested in the car.
UCF police arrested William
Bonner, -Bonner said he wouldn't
Roberts then asked1he front R. May for felony violation of prolet Penvose search his car seat passenger, Ian Johnston, to bation, driving with a suspended
because he knew he had the ' exit Barnhill's car. Roberts asked license ·and possession of drug
knives in-the car and he knew he Johnston if he had any cannabis paraphernalia Oct. 9.
wasn't supposed to have them. · on-him and Johnston said he did.
Officer James Roberts
During Roberts' interview stopped May at 2:28 a.m. ~use
Along for the ride
with Johnston, Johnston said May, 46, had an obstructed license
Thomas Bartolillo received Barnhill owned the cannabis in plate on his car. ·
five feloriy c0unts for possession the car and that Johnstop. hid the
When Roberts fil?ked May for
of a weapon on school grounds cannabis when _Roberts stopped his driver's license, May said he
did not have his license. Roberts
Oct. 9.
them.
Bartolillo, 19, was with _
Roberts searched the car asked whether May did not have a
William Bonner when police further and ·found. a small. blue license or did not have it in his
stopped Bonner.
·
bag with white powder residue possession and May said his
When police asked Bartolilio that field-tested · positive for license
suspended.
to step out of the car during their cocaine.
May exited his car at
search of Bonner's car, Bartolillo
Barnhill admitted the Roberts' request and dropped a
told police he had knives on his cannabis and cocaine belonged to silver tube. Roberts examined the ·
belt.
him and Roberts arrested him.
tube and found a small snreen
Police found one black boot
and residue of what ·appeared to
knife with ·a four-inch blade and Party's over
be burnt cocaine.
four card knives made of metal
On Oct. 10, 2000; May
UCF police arrested Joseph
with sharp edges. Police also Merluzzi for underage possession entered into felony probation
found lock-picking tools in of alcohol and resisting arrest scheduled to terminate Nov. 7,
Bartolillo's front left pocket. Without violence Oct. 5.
2006. Because he drove with a
Bartolillo told police he used the
Responding to a call at the suspende9- license and possessed
tools to enter his girlfriend's Lake Claire Apartments, police drug paraphernalia, May violated
house.
·
entered Merluzzi's room and his probation.
Bartolillo also had an orange smelled the odor of alcoholic bevRoberts arrested May and
pill :in his back pocket which erages.
took him to the Orange County
police sent to Florida Department
Officer Scott Penvose and Jail.

"Home resales ·
hit record again."
· --Orlando Sentinel

"CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

Get Your

Florida Real Estate License·

In JO Days!
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-Florida Institute
of Prof~ssional Studies _
Quality Real Estate Education

Robert Smither, Ph.D,

Own~r

- Edgewater Corporate Center
3334 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, FL 32804-3796
Ph. (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016
www .fl-institute.com

Accredited by The American Association of Professional Schools", Inc.

Corner of Algfaya
and E. Colonial
Albertson's Shopping Plaza· ·

Contact lens exam &
-2 boxes· of contact lenses
AV (2) or B+LFW clear, sphere, previous wearers

2·0%
·

..

Complete pair of eyegl~sses
(excludes value collection)

99

$

.

-

off

,

Packages for Torie Contacts
(for Astigmatism)
*Above offers may not be u~ed.in combination w/insuronce plans

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
Dr. C. Ray Descheneaux
Optometric Physician - Boord Certified

.

.

407-277-7202

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse lo pay, lancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any
other service, examination or treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free,
d_iscounted fee or reduced lee service, examination or treatment.
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Tanning · Salon
• State-of-the-Art ETS 1O & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
•Free Skin Type Analysis
Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com
----------------~-----------------------------------

3· FREE SESSIONS
Must present CC?upon . First-time guest. One per customer. Local residents only.
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Call or Stop By.Today ·Jor Details · .

2913 Einstei~ Way ·
Orl.ando, FL 32826
www~thevillageatsciencedriv~.com
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Schedule of Events:
.

Monday, October !21 Tuesday, October 22 Wednesday, October 23 Thursday, October 24 · Friday, October 25
Movie Knight: "Oceans 11" .
Reflecting Pond, 9pm

Carnival
UCF Arena, Spm

9kit Knight
UCF Arena, Bpm

Comedy Knight w/ Bill Maher
. UCF Arena, Bpm

· .Saturdav·, Octof,er - ~6
Homecoming Parade.
Downtown Orlando ·
11 am \-

Spirit Splash w/ 7 Mary 3
UCF Reflecting Pond, 3:30pm
Haunted Arboretum,
ucFArboretum, spm

Post:... Game
. Football Game
Citrus Bowl
KnightFest Street Party
w/ 3 Door$ Down
4pm
. Church Street, ·
Crowning of King &
Queen at halftime
after the game

Funded by Activity .and Service Fee
through the .S tudent Government Association _
. __._....,

10• News

National Briefs ·
sary attacks in Jakarta and
elsewhere. Tbiy said the Bush
KERBALA, Iraq· _ On the administration was considergrounds of a grand mosque ing whether it had enough eviwhere · the forces of Saddam · dence to add the group and its
to
the ..State
Hussein slaugbtered Shiite leader
list
of terrorist
Department's
Muslim opponents in 1991,
government workers quietly organizations.
doled out rations of raw lamb
on Tuesday
Student takes ingenuity
In schools where Shiites online to pay for college
once cowered from Hussein's
If the "Save ·Karyn" Web
terror, thousands turned out to site can collect more than
·c ircle their "yes" vote for $16,000 to help its 20-year-old
Hussein, a Sunni Muslim, in an subject pay off her $20,000
uncontested referendum to re- - credit card debt, heck, Texas
A&M sophomore Nick Howard
elect him.
'We join with Saddam in should have a good shot with
the fight against the enemy his cyber begging. He wants
America," said Mohammed help with college tuition.
Fadhil, a Shiite teacher who
Karyn's the woman who
survived Hussein's crackdown used MasterCard, Visa and the
in 1991 and proudly cast a pro- others to run up bills on clothHussein ballot Tuesday morn- . ing, restaurant outings and
. ing.
other luxury items and this
Whether or not the public summer made a mass appeal
show of Shiite unity is to be to Web travelers to bail her
believed, Western diplomats out. The site, www.savekaryn,
and foreigli aid officials say has experienced record traffic
that Hussein seems to be since it launched, and Karyn is
attempting an unprecedented getting close to her goal to be
genteel strategy to unite Iraqis debt-free.
against American war threats.
The way Nick sees it, his
Instead of using force and cause is more noble. Donate
might, Hussein is courting th~ money to help fund his college
Iraqi people with favors and education, and Nick promises
meat. He hopes to forestall the ·he will pay back the world with
grumbling and discontent that a successful career, and as a
preceded the Gulf War, foreign bonus, a fruitful life.
"When I heard about the
observers say
Karyn story, how she had used
Southeast Asia h~ating up as her plastic to buy Gucci shoes
terror target
and Starbucks coffee, and
JAKARTA, Indonesia _ realized that here I am a strugWhile America prepares for a . gling student trying to make a
possible war with Iraq and life for myself, I thought, 'I can
U.S. troops press the hunt for ask for help ....
Osama bin Laden and his chief
With support from his collieutenants in Pakistan and lege buddies and a Web page
Afghanistan, a new terrorist designer, the 2001 graduate of
threat to the United States and Richardson High School in
its allies is spreading across Richardson, Texas, launched
Southeast Asia.
"·
SendNick2College.com last
That threat came into full month.
focus on Saturday night, when
Since enrolling at A&M1ast
. a devastating bomb ·on the year, he's been paying his own
island of Bali claimed the lives way toward a degree in sports
of at least 187 people, includ- management using college
. ing many foreign tourists. loans and working during the
Although no one claimed summer at Home Depot to pay
:r;esponsibility for that attack, for books and other expe:Q.ses.
it seemed to bear out earlier
It's. not like Nick's living
warnings.
high on the hog. The 19-year- ·
The U'.S. embassies in old stays in the cheapest dorm
Indonesia and Malaysia closed on campus, 80 guys on his
temporarily last month after a floor, two bathrooms, about
'Suspected terrorist began four showers. The long lines
telling intelligence officials · have made him a better man·,
that a regional Islamic terror- he said.
ist group planned to mark the
"I'm ·not · living in ltµrury
anniversary of the Sept. 11 here: I don't do wild partying. I
bombings by attacking the · don't want the money to buy
American Embassy in Jakarta beer. Any· assistance, even a
and other Western targets in quarter from every visitor to
the region.
my Web site, will help."
In Singapore late last
He was struck by Karyn's
year, they schemed to set .off boldness. "I mean that took ..
seven huge truck bombs simul- nerve. And it's amazing how
taneouslY, each bigger than the many people responded."
bomb that blew up the
His is a ·one-man show with
Oklahoma City federal build- norslick handlers or Web masing, mostly directed at ter. The overhead woulc:i run
American targets, including colinter to his purpose. The
the embassy
Texas Aggie manages his own
Al-Qaida instigated that ·site, and through word of
plan because "it wanted to mouth on campus his cause
show it could still throw a has captured the. attention of
punch," said the U.,S. ambassa- at least two nearby TV stador to E?ingapore, franklin tions and a .radio sta~ion. ·
Lavin. But the· thwarted plot
The low profile is working.
was to have been carried out As of Sept. 20, after five days of
by secret local cells of a online begging, the counter
regional t£rrorist network _was up to more than $250 in
called Jemaah Isiamiyah, donations. His goal is $40,000.
according to Singaporean ·
If you want to help, go to
authorities.
sendnick2college.com
and ·
U.S. intelligence officials click on donations. For you
who spoke on. condition of Karyns out there, don't worry,
anonymity said the group wa8' Nick provides PayPal for credsuspected of planning anniver- it-card pledges.

Saddam trying to unite .
factions to prepare for U.S.
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People with doctoral degrees earn an aver.age of $2.2 million more than those
with only bachelor's degrees

Apply now for Spring admission
December graduation is almost here. Now is the time
to consider a gradua.te education from UCF. Spring
admission deadlines are right around the corner.*
Don't miss your chance to expand your knowledge
,'

and.your wallet.
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Majqr Advantage
www.graduate.ucf.edu
graduate@mail.ucf.edu
230 Millican Hall ., 407.823.2766
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SGA sees conflict of interest

in official's appointments
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or she must take the matter to
the associate vice president of
Campus Life and, ultimately, to
Huddleston's office.
That's where the conflict of
interest comes in, Pefia said.
Said Huddleston: "Obviously,
I don't share that person's view,
but everyone is entitied to- their
opinions."
He also to_ok ·issue With the
allegation that review panels in
individual cases are stacked
against the student.
"Ninety:..eight percent of the
time I don't know who's on the
board," he said. .
_ Indeed, Huddleston wants
people on the review board who
are unbiased and will treat stu- dents fairly, said Jaime Vela, 24,
a senior theater and psychology
major who has been a student
member of the review board
since June.·
"Dr. Huddleston is for the
students," he.said.
- Huddleston said that in
appointillg studep.t members to
the board, he considers such
factors as GPA, campus activities, gender, ethnicity, age and
affiliated organizations to guarantee a diverse makeup.
Yet Pena _:_ whose was
arrested
on-campus
in
September on a public drunkenness charge - said a different
method of selecting students for
f.flie board should be set up!
"There's a iot of options out
there, but it should be student
based," he said.
Those options include asking an organization such as

Knights of the Round Table to
make the student appointments,
or perhaps having SGA appoint
or elect the student representatiyes, he said.
SGA leaders also want the
number of students on hearing
panels to increase.
"Every judicial body that I'm
familiar with, you're judged by
peers, and I believe that should
be the case here," said Pefia.
Under existing Golden Rule
policY, ·a hearing panel is made
up of two students and two non-students. The two non-student
members can be faculty members or administrative staff.
Peiia said he would like to see
hearing panels expanded to
include- three to five students
alongside two faculty or administrative staff, giving students
the majority vote.
Hearing panels at the

. University of South Florida, for
example, have three faculty or
administrative staff and three
·students. State law requires at
least a 50 percent student component on any .student disciplinary hearing board.
Yet a greater number of people on the panels would make it
more difficult to find students
who can commit, and also compound the problem of arranging
hearings around 1ndividuals'
schedules,
said
Patricia
MacKown, director of the Office
of
Student
Rights
and
Responsibilities.
"Two [students] seems man. ageable and gives us diversity,"
said MacKown, who has directed
the office for three years.
Vefa agreed. "It works great.
It's even and gives students a fair
.- chance. You couldn't ask for a
better or fairer system."
·

P Planned P~ioooo

"E..e Lli\,fOn'\it~ecL"E..e V!elALtVitj ...... n,..u ..m• ............ .

-mR.e CCIYe of rJOV<.Y.SeLf
for annual checkups, birth control, emergency contraception, pregnancy
testing, and testing & treatment for sexually transmitted infections.

-

New Male Clinic &Teen Clinic, Call for info.
www.plannedparenthood.org

P Planned ParenthoOcr
_ Talk te us in unfidence. With ce1fidence.

P Pla-nned Parenthooa

New Eastside Clinic
12050 E. Colonial Dr. (Alafaya)
Call 321.235.5513 today.

Talk to us in confidence. With confitlen.ce.

of Greater Orlando, Inc. www.ppgo.org
1350 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fl 32804
Call 407.246.1788 today.

in becoming part of an exciting ·
.industry and getting the chance to work
with other.irin~vative, problem solving
geniuses?
lnte~ested

'

If ~ou're ready for an adventurous career,
the pest management industry,is currently

looking for additional problem ·solvers.
Come join us on Frid~y, October 18 at the first-ever Pest
Management Job Fair at the Gaylord Palms Resort and
Convention Center in Orlando. The event is free of charge and
students attending and pa.rticipating will be reimbursed up
to $50 for _expenses they incur to attend the event and
. automatically be entered into a drawing for four $500 prizes,
which will be awarded at the event. Just sh~w up tomorrow
and register on-site. Directions to the,,Gaylord can be found
at www.gaylordpalms.com/meetings.

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

-

Don't know much about the pest management
industry? .In short, it is a fast-paced and rewarding
industrY and one that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
says ·is "expected to gro~ faster than the national average
for all occupations through 2010."

--.....,::::.

Companies exhibiting at the Job Fair in.elude:

• Local, regional & national pest management & lawn care businesses
• Manufacturers & distributors of pest management products

0

Exhibitors will be Looking to 'fill positions

such~ as: .

*

SALES AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS
MANAGERS .
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS
RESEARCHERS
PROFESSIONAL ENTOMOLOGISTS
WILDLIFE MANAGERS
SERVICE TECHNICIANS
ADMIN-ISTRATIVE PERSONNEt

•

*

*

*

*

Exhibitors will be particularly excited to meet' with students with strong science or business backgrounds or
effective interpersonal and communications skills.
· For a list of companies exhibiting and more information ·~bout the Job

FUTURE

•

CllSSIRllS
407 447-4555

Fair~

go to www.pestworld.org.

We lt)ok forward to seeing you tomorrow!!!
The Pest Management Industry - An Industry of Problem Solvers
Come Join Us - Additional Problem Solvers are Always Needed
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What's NewS-.
In Business and Finnnce

AOL Hears Tread

New Playing ·fie1cl-'.

Of Microsoft

Dell continues.to gain market
share at the expense of rivals.
Market share of Pb shipments
•
·
'world-wide

Could America Online get
Netscaped?
In.the late 1990s, Netscape Communications lost its huge lead in
Web browsers under the weight of a
- relentless assault by Microsoft
Corp. Microsoft turned its Internet
Explorer into the industry standard
in part by steadily adding features.
Netscape has been reduced to 12%
of the market; now as part of AOL
Time Warner Inc.
America Online is facing a sirnilar assault from a Microsoft Internet-access _service that has long
trailed far behind. ·Just as in that
battle, Microsoft is steadily adding
features and slowly gaining
ground. Now it's .about to launch a
new version that could increase its
competitive threat.
Microsoft's MSN 8, due out Oct.
24, will include features, such as
fancy parental controls and a
"spam" filter, that go beyond
AOL's. And Microsoft can find new
ways to use its ubiquitous Windows
software to promote the new MSN.
For AOL, this couldn't come at
worse time. Subscriber growth is
slowing, advertising revenue and ·
profits are plunging, and past ac- .
COUI)ting is under investigation. All
this has prnrimeled the stock of parent AOL Time Warner, reinforcing
the conviction among veterans of
the media giant that they made a
big mistake in merging with AOL.
AOL launches its new version
this week, AOL 8.0. Both companies
plan big marketing splashes. But
Microsoft's will have a heftier $300
million budget, befitting that company's cash-rich position, in con-'
trast to the heavily indebted AOL
Time Warner.

Nintendo Goes Gory
Crooror of Mario Bros.
Courts Adult Gamers
As Competition Grows

hy is the king of kids'
games getting _ inHewlett- ~ .
volved with zombies,
Packard - ~ ·~
strippers and gunmen?
.
· Nintendo Co. built
its fortune by being a corporate Peter Pan, offering cheery games for
-children-including· the Mario
I B M .,
Bros. series and · Pokemon-while
resisting its competitors' urge to
5
3
NEC· · %
grab ever-older players. Like its
3.8%
competitors, it courted outside
companies to supply games for its
·· Toshiba.
. ·~.0%
consoles, but Nintendo's strong'.
2.8%
hold has always been the charac·
¥Source: Gartner Dataquest. ·
ter-driven games it makes inmore optimistic approach and· house.
The approach has made Nin. demonstrate more of a commitment to your people," says Peter tendo one of the few good guys in
Horowitz, global direcfor of public an industry criticized for violence.
relations. "It's not as destructive as · It -has· also paid off: In his 21-year
life as a game character, Super
watching your c~lleagues leave."
Mario has grossed more money
MusicNet, Pressplay
globally- $7 billion in software
sales- than the combined take of
Are Near Key Deals Arnold Schwarzenegger and Mel
Gibson at box offices around the
MusicNet and pressplay, the on- world.
line services owned by the major
But times are changing, and
internationar record labels, are therein
lies a challenge for Ninclose to reaching licensing agree- tendo. With
a shrinking number of
ments that would allow both of youngsters
in
home market of
them to offer songs from·an five big Japan and the its·
growing popularity
music companies.
sophisticated games for adults in
The deals will fill one of the ma- of
the
U.S., Nintendo is now courting
jor gaps that both operations have
the
older set. It has started to roll
faced.-in competing with free, unlimited peer-to-peer song-swapping
outfits. Despite their ties to the top
names in the music business, the
two services have been unable to offer full catalogues of artists from all
five companies. MusicNet is
backed by AOL Time Warner Inc.,
EMI Group ·PLC and Bertelsmann
AG, along with RealN~tworks Inc.
More Companies
Pressplay is owned by Sony Corp.
and Vivendi Universal SA, and an
Cutting Sal~ries
earlier licensing deal with EMI.
Since early 2001, many compaThe new deals are expected to
nies have eliminated bonuses, coninclude such features as permanent
ducted several rounds of layoffs,_ downloads. These songs also can be
"burned" onto compact discs.
and frozen and cut salaries. But
with the economy ·showing few
signs of improving, employers in
Bad Fish Slip
professional - .services, airlines, .
Through· FDA Net
telecommunications and elsewhere
are once again announcing sub~
Fewer than 60%of seafood com~
stantial salary cuts.
panies are following safety stan- Some companies are reducing
dards set by the federal governpay as an alternative to slashing
ment.jobs. Deloitte Consulting, a unit of
An evaluation of the governDeloitte Touche Tohmatsu, this
ment's seafood inspection program
summer reduced the salaries of
for 2000 and 2001, released by the
most of its employees by an averand Drug Administration,
age of 8%. "I think salary cuts are a Food Please
turn to Next Page
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Plugged In

The.top five sell1~~vLdeo~amT,r~[tl:,s, of 2901:. ·
RANK nyiE .
~~ t{ '« " - T;j~lATF~JIM ,;_@'.
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~ Madden NB 2o02
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PlayStation 2

Grand Theft Auto 3
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Electronic ArtSif;
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NinteAdo of America

Game Boy Color

Pokemon .Crystal
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Metal Geaf Solid 2

PlayStation 2

Kon.ami of America

5

Super Mario Advance

Game Boy Advance

Nintendo of America •

t
Sources: Interactive Di@tal Software AssOC'., NPDfun·world and Entertainment Soflw_2.re Rating Board
~
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out more adult-style games for its
GameCube console, with titles like
Eternal Darkness: Sanity's Requiem, a psychological thril~er featuring bleeding walls and "bone
thieves" that can enter a human
body and take it over. Later this
month, Simon & Schuster will rele~se Outlaw Golf, a tongue-incheek golf game featuri~g rappers
and strippers, for the GameCube,
following the game's release for Mi- .
crosoft Corp.'s Xbox earlier this
year.
Over the next two months, Nintendo says it will spend $140 million ·

'

:.

to market videogames to American
teens and 20-somethings, including
promotions in nightclubs and tie-ins
with brewer Heineken NV and others.
Nintendo's adult ·game push is
part of a brewing battle · in the
videogame world: The three ·console makers-Nintendo, Sony
Corp. and Microsoft-are converging on the holiday season with big
marketing budgets and a huge battery of new games. Leading up to the ·holiday season, Nintendo says
there will be 80 new games reprePZease turn to Next Pag~

Meet faculty memlters,
aclmlssl•s representatives, ·
ancl flnanclal aicl aclvisen,
ancl leam about our programs.
Tours wlll begin at 1:00 !!·•~

_

ancl wlll ~ given at 1 S·mlnute
Intervals. Special

lnfonnatlona~

sessions wlll lie scheclulecl. ·

1:00-2:15 p.m.
• Osteopathic Medicine
• Pharmacy
• Physician Assistant
• Physical Therapy
•Audiology
• Health Science
• Financial Aid

2:3o-3:45 p.m . .·
• Optometry
• Dental Medicine
• Occupational Therapy
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1·800-975~8602.

• Biomedical Sciences
• 'Public Health
• Financial Aid

For more information, P.lease call to.II free
800-356-0026, ext. 1101,
.or visit our Web site at www.nova.edu
Noo So'u11leastem University is accredited ~the Ccmmissiln on Colleges of the~ Association of Coleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur. Georgia ~7: TeleJtione number 404<i79-4501) to awald
bachelol's, maste~s . edocational specialist, and doctoral degrees.• N<MI ~ UnM!!sily mis slOOents of artt race, color, sex, age, nondisqualfyhg disabilit}I religioo or creed or natK>nal or etmic origin to all the rights
prMleges, programs, and ~Pities generally accolded or made avaimlle to SlldEns at 1he school, and does'not discrinilate nacininistration cl its educatioml policies, ~cinlssions JX)I~. schotarsh" and loan programs, and ath'.
letic and other school·atimnistered programs.
00-1t1/02-R SAT
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Talks on Depression Stir Concern

.w

What's

News~

biggest marketing efforts ever for
National Institute of Mental Health.
' By PAUL GLADER
"Colleges that participate probably
an antidepressant on college camIn Business and Finance
puses. The nation's 15 ·million col- · are not consciously colluding to
yeth, the drug maker,
~
is planning a mentallege students are a big market for
market the product of a company,
, healt.h
educational
drug companies looking to build · but they are dependent on the reContinued from Previous Page
Sept. 27-0ct. 10 survey, 15% said
campaign on college
antidepressant _sales. Some camsources of the company." Dr. Hyconcluded
that
fish
processors
are
their
wealth had declined over the
campuses to raise stupus health officials estimate as
man says that campus screening
making "steady progress." But
past year, the highest in the surdents' awareness of
much as 20% of students take antiprograms run the risk of misdiagno- food-safety
advocates who revey's 50-year history and double
depression and the drugs that can
depressants at sorne point during
sis and unnecessary prescriptions.
viewed
the
report
say
the
system
the proportion right after the Octotreat it.
their college years.
Wyeth says its forums are
leaves
consumers_
exposed
to
danber
1987 stock-market crash.
Starting next month, the maker ·
So far, Wyeth says it has sched- · meant to teach kids about depresgerous
pathogens
from
contamiConcerns
about unemployment
. of the antidepressant Effexor is
uled four seminars, including at
sion, not sell pharmaceuticals.
nated
fish.
rose,
but
not
as much as they did
pianning 90-minute forums on cam- . Washington University, St. LOuis,
There won't be any ads or signage
"Consumers
remain
at
high
risk
last
fall
after
the Sept. 11 terrorist
puses ·around the country, called
and the University of South Florida,
for the company or the drug, says a when eating raw shellfish, fresh
attacks.
While
consumers found
"Depression in College: Real
Tampa. It declines to name the other
Wyeth spokesman.
tuna,
mahi-mahi,
and
smoked
talk
of
war
with
Iraq unsettling,
World, Real Life, Real Issues." The
two or to disclose what it is spendWyeth estimates 1.6 million inseafood,"
says
Caroline
Smith
Dethey
said
they
didn't
expect much
programs will feature free screening, citing competitive pressures.
coming freshmen experience
Waal,
director
of
food
safety
for
the
of
a
spike
in
gasoline
prices.
ings for depression and speakers,
episodes of depression. And.in a re-· ·
Some academics aren't keen on
Center for Science in the Public Inincluding professors, physicians- . having a drug company host an educent survey by the American Colterest. Tainted fish and shellfish
Odds & Ends
and Cara Kahn, a_young star of the
lege Health Association, almost
cational event on campus. "It's a
have caused 539 major food-poisonMTV reality show -"Real · World
slippery slope I do not believe that
10% of 16,000 students reported havBusiness inventories fell in Auing outbreaks since 1990, rnore than
Chicago," who takes Effexor to
ing seriously contemplated suicide.
universities should take," says
gust
after three_straight monthiy
any other type _of food.
treat her own depression.
Steven Hyman, Harvard University
Suicide is the No. 3 cause of death
gains,
suggesting firms are wary of
The FDA sticks by its progr:am,
The campaigri is one of the
provost and formerly director of the
of people_ages 15 to 24.
taking
on additional g_oods until
and says the latest evaluation
they
are
sure which direction the
shows that more companies · are
economy
is
heading.... Former Imcomplying. Still, the FDA singled
Clone
Systems
Inc. Chief Executive
out particular sectors of the fishSamuel
Waksal
pleaded guilty in
processing industry for concern,
the
insider-trading
scandal that
partictilarly producers of smoked
has
engulfed
the
company
he
Continued from Previous Page
like Electronic Arts and Capcom
Sony's PlayStation 2 was Grand
fish.
founded
....
Unable
to
collect
more
senting a broad arr~y of genres for
Co., which makes a GameCube
Theft Auto 3, where players can
than $200 billion.in back taxes, the
the GameCube. -Microsoft, over
version of its zombie-bashing
gun people down, steal cars and
Confidence
Gauge
Internal
Revenue Service is considthe same period, will get more
game called Resident Evil.
have trysts with prostitutes. The
ering
using
private collection agenthan 10o·new games for its Xbox _
"We should prepare for a wider
game's maker, Take-Two Interaccies to get taxpayers to pay the govconsole._
tive Software Inc., has already · Hits Nine-Year Low
range of software for · a wider
ernment.·
How Nintendo weathers this
range of consumers," said Nintaken more than four million orStock-market losses and worries
By Jay Hershey
storm could determine whether
tendo President Satoru Iwata, in
ders for the sequel, Grand Theft
over a war with Iraq are battering_
the cumpany survives as a gameAuto: Vice City, due out this month,
consumer confidence and depressan interview earlier this year.
How to contact us:
console maker. Nintendo is batMany outsiders endorse the strataccording to analysts.
ing consumer spending, but the
Campus Edition@ws].com
tling· cash-rich Microsoft to reegy. "For any platform maker to be
But a deeper challenge for 113weakness may not last long.
main in second place after Sony,
successful in the mass market,
year-old Nintendo is how to field
The University of Michigan's
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
which has roughly a three-quarter
they cannot narrow themselves to
the violent titles, like the forthcompreliminary index of consumer
share of the console market worldone demographic," says John Taying Blood Omen 2 from Eidos PLC,
sentiment slumped to a: nine-year
• Will a new certification exam bewide. But the vjdeogame industry
lor, an analyst at Arcadia Investwithout harming its reputation
low of 80.4 in early October from
come a hot credential for MBAs?
ment Corp.among parents as the game plathas never supported more than
86.1 in September and 87.6 in Au• Turning your on-campus intertwo profitable game platforms for
As it pushes into the older marform that's "safe" for kids.
gust. The . decline was largely
view into a job offer
very long. That's pressuring Ninket, Nintendo thrusts itself into didriven by the stock market's plunge
tendo to strengthen its lineup of
rect competition with Sony. The By Wall Street Journal. staff reporters
and the concerns about a war with
• Title IX and bowling help women
games from outside developers
most popular game last year on Robert A. Guth and Khanh T.L. Tran .
Iraq. Of the respondents in the
pay for college_

Nintendo Gets Gory

~
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIT..

ORLANDO,, FL 32837

Built FO~ Tough!
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CALL.US AT {407)-851~3800
OR _CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT

WWW.TROPICALFORD.COM

OUR STA~CE:

This campus deserves
more ·activism
T

he UCF community exhibited honor- against a~war with Iraq. Why have UCF stuable solidarity in uniting to protest the dents not done the same? Do they not care as
appearance of the narrow-minded much about the loss of life that a war could
Daniel Pipes. However, students have cause?
remained quiet for far too long on other meanCloser to home, as residents of the city of
ingful topics that affect them, either directly or Orlando, UCF students should care that the
indirectly.
city continues to drag its feet in securing equal
The most blatant example of students' rights and protection for gay people. The state
indifference is the apathy that students have continues to discriminate against gay couples
shown toward our country's pending war who want to adopt children, and without victoagainst Iraq. Why should UCF students care? ry on a local level, it's almost impossible to
If President_ Bush decided to go ahead with an fight discrimination on a state level. unprovoked attack on Iraq, it will set a dangerOn campus, students have . neglected to
ous precedent for pre-emptive defense. It aggressively address other pressing issues.
would be the first time the United States For instance, the financial aid fiasco that has
declares war on a country without provoca- caused headaches and stress for thousands of
tion.
students still continues for many. Where is the
Any war will bring massive casualties. If outrage against a research university that has
tp.e nation attacks Iraq, our country will kill -managed to screw up students' finances, leavthousands of Iraqi civilians. By attacking a for- ing them without a means to pay for rent,
eign country in an area of the world that books, food and tuition?
already views our country with mistrust, the
The university has failed to distribute stuU.S. will endanger the lives of thousands of dents' money in a timely manner. Why not let
U.S. soldiers. Most of the soldiers are young the university's administrators know that UCF
citizens. Many are students enrolled in col- students are very angry, and that the universileges and universities across the nation. If the ty had better take action to make sure that
war turns against us, and a military draft something like this never happens again.
There are plenty of important topics in the
becomes neces.sary, even more American lives
will be endangered.
world, and locally, that should concern stu· Students at college campuses across the dents, and deserve a nice, peaceful campus
count_ry- have ·realized the need to ~ protest protest now and again.

J
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OUR STANCE:

-A

'Intelligent design'
masks creationism
in sheep's clothing

growing debate in school boards across
the country involves how to teach the
·
origins of man. Increasingly, religious
·
conservatives try to push religion back
into public schools by teaching creationism.
The conservatives want to teach creationism alongside evolution as competing theories
to explain how mankind came to be. They have
tried to push creationism into the curriculum
in school districts in Georgia and Ohio.
However, they conc.eal creationism under a different guise, now called ·"intelligent design."
Intelligent design holds that the universe is
guided by a higher intelligence. This thinly
veiled attempt to reestablish religion in the
nation's public schools dishonors the validity
of scientific fact and threatens to trample on
the constitutional separation of church and
state.
·
The theory of evolution is truly a theory,
.

supported by scientific fact. It is not based on
an ancient book, but rather on evidence and
proof. Evolution happened, and it is the most
viable explanation for man's exi~tence.
The theory of creationism, or intelligent
design, tries to attribute mankind's origins to a
higher power, and dismisses the fossil record
as insignificant. The "theory" of creationism is
not a theory,at all, for it has no basis in scientific fact. Rather, this "theory" tries to force an
antiquated explanation of life's origins ·upon
students.
Even the name "intelligent design" implies
that evolution, and its proponents, are less
intelligent. ·
America's school boards should keep reli- ·
gion out of public schools. They should finally .
recognize the validity of science and evolution
and stop trying to push religious explanations
upon students.

"People take different roads seeking fulfillment
and ·happiness. Just because they're not on your road
· doesn't _mean they've gotten lost."
-M. JACKSON BROWN, JR.

Error. lies and libel. Leon Terry's 9-11 article
("Students unite, reflect at campus ceremony;
Rev. Davis upsets students with ·religious sermon", Sept. 12) was not truthful. First. all guest
speakers "cherished" those lost. As for myself. I
worked on Ground Zero immediately after the
attack. My "memories" are very vivid. Secondly.
nobody "pushed" any message. Every speaker
was asked to speak. Thirdly. guest speakers did
not have "strong _religious" messages. By the
way. many students who attended the memorial
and fraternity brothers who hosted the event
thanked me for mentioning God. Fourthly, how
can we "stand" as a nation without "strong"
messages? The only thing I see that is weak is
your article.
Half a· truth is a whole lie. The statement
Terry claims I opened my speech with was not
only misquoted. but was my thirteenth statement. Terry gutted other statements I made and .
rewrote them as well. What surprised me beyond
your paper's poorly written article is your inabil-

ity to numerically count. Terry told me himself
that among those he spoke with only between
six to twelve students ~ere offended by my
speech. Yet you printed that I alienated MOST of
the students. Furthermore. the few thousand students present at the memorial only accounted for
a tenth of the entire student body. Perhaps your
newspaper would like to print the entirety of my
speech and let the stu9ents decide for themselves
whether or not they find it to be alienating. That
is if you have any regard for ethical reporting.
When exercising the freedom of press. why
not also exercise a good conscience and love of
the truth. The printed page is a sword in your
hand. Remember. however. that on the final. day.
when the sword of the Lord is wielded, you shall
have to give an account for every word written.
Your "Future" depends on avoiding character
. defamation and costly litigation.

•

-PAUL DAVIS

R. Generation

Blend in or beat it
Iam writing in. response to Joey Myers' column "The melting pot calls the kettle black."
published Oct. 14. Mr. Myers is often wrong, from
whaf I've read in his columns this semester. so
while his admission of fault is rare. he is frequently off the mark in his opinions.
Bu this week his column had a point. And
he managed to write a very thoughtful rebuttal
of his original opinion on multiculturalism.
He makes an excellent observation about
multiculturalism when he compares the way most
. AmericanS' view multiculturalism as drin.king an
import beer or eating an egg roll. For one of the
most powerful natioQs in the world. we as

Americans are also t~e most ignorant and. closeminded.
While I am as American as most citizens in
this nation, as a second-generation German.
there are traditions that my family and I celebrate that even some of my closest friends snicker at. I'd like to be able to hold on to my heritage
without being given a hard .time about it.
Yet I feel if Mr. Myers was able to change
his way.of thinking. then there remains hope fer
most Americans, who are undoubtedly less prejudiced in their views than Myers.
-CARI.A MAHON

Tfie Facure eowurage> comments frum readers. letters to the editor should not e11ceed

300 wmds and must irtdude foll name and phone number. We may edit for length,
grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFfuture.<om, submit them 0111!ne

at www.UUfuture.com or fax them to

407~447-4556.

Questit>ns? Call 407-447-4555.

•
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Pimps and pros
forXXX-mas
nude, prostitutes turn tricks and
pimpin' still ain't easy. .
And to think, when I was
groWingup; all I had was Mario
climbing vines. Our games
weren't gratuitous, mind you,
theywere just Freudian.
But that's neither here nor
there.
. Let us not overlook their ·
CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
timing. Acclaim is releasing1his
STAFE WRITER
· game just in time for the holidays. And really, what spreads
Has the end of the world
that festive, seasonal spirit more
snuck up on us and how did I
effectively than pimps and hoes
miss it?
_and video game porn? 'Tis the
No, I'm riot referring to Iraq, season.
the ongoing sniper hunt or the
And just in case anyone was
_bombing in Bali I will let my
wondering, the game is~
more experienced colleagues and with a mature label to WBrn par. ents that the material is for the
journalists tackle those heavj
mature of mind.
topics. I am referring to a less
Of course, the manufactUrviolent, but nevertheless tasteless
ers of "BMXXXX'' would like you
topic t4at will undoubtedly corto believe the game is a spoof.
rupt the minds of our youth in
And by spoof, they obviously
ways that were never possible.
Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. mean they were all high on some
. righteous weed when this prodis scheduled to release a new
uct passed their quality control
video game, "BMXXXX," which
Could it have really sounded
1sn't as violent as it is lewd
Bound t~orically signifi-liJ_{e a good idea at the time? How _
could Acclaim go from producing·
cant in the worldof-pimps and
prostitutes, this day will finally --.. _ "Cybernoid" for my 8-bit
pull them from the shadows and ---Nintendo console so many moons
ago, to Virtual T and A?
allow them to shine in a starring
·Are they not-the same crevideo game role. Perhaps a .
ators of such quality fare as
national holiday will follow. It
"Crazy 'Illxi," "Headhunter,"
could even fall on ·a Wednesday
"Turok 3: Shadows of Oblivion"
-HillnpDay.
I was introduced to this·dis-. and "Mary-Kate & Ashley: Sweet
16?" How'd that last one get in
turbingfact while surfing the net
there?
and catching up on news on
They contend-the game is
CNN's website. An article mengeared towards the same auditioned an XXX video game and,
ence that has.allowed the rival
naively assuming it was some"Grand Theft Auto" series to
how refa.ted to the recent Vm
thrive. Those games, also indicaDiesel film of the same name, I
took a look I was gravely~ tors that the end of the world
must be qllicklyapproacbing,
en.
As any BMX aficionado abandon content for violence,
which I am not__:_ can tell you,
attracting young males who sufthose first three letters are all
fer from excessive amounts of a
co:i;isonants. They are the conhormone in the brain that makes
densed forms of Bicycle
it pleasing'for them to watch
Motocross, a young sport growexplosions and car chases, and
car chases that result in exploing in popularity that features
fearless bicyclists and treachersions.
ous stunts.
·
It's the same hormone that
It was shortened'because,
demands flatulence is lit and senwell, tt sounds way-cooler to say
tences are belched, and for which
BMX than it does to repeatedly
a dedicated team of scientists is
refer to your new sport l!lS
working towards a cure.
Bicycle Motocross. BMX also
· They must not have all been
sounds more dangerous, which · .. stoned over at Acclaim, however.
can't hurt in their attempts to
While "Gran~ Theft Auto" has
attract the same ladies who went been licensed only to the Sony
to see "XXX'' just to get a
Playstation console, Acclaim has
glimpse of Vm Diesel
added a pinch of marketing
But I digress.
savvy to their roughshod recipe,
·As any XXX aficionado planilingto release "XXX" fo_r
which I am not (seriously, I'm
multiple gaming systems.
not) - can tell you, their three
Whether or not the game .
letters are the condensed form of was in fact designed as a farce
porn, which is the shortened ver- orrthe video gaming industry, it is
sion of pornography, which is
no doubt one of those little jokes
derived from the Groek language that not ol'llyworked best on
tor; "Why else do you think our
paper, but should have remained ·
Olympics were ;nekkid?" That's
there. At least on paper, this
right, I happen to be a Greek
crude and garish exlnbition could
scholaJ; among other things, and
have ~n balled up and thrown
I can tell you that they would
into the wastebasket.
have, without a doubt, said the
Quite possibly the most
word "nekkid"
amusing punch line to arise is
'Th the average person,
tbe unintentional one. Three of
there is little, if any, connection
the largest video gam.e retailers,
between bicycle stunts and prosK-B 'Ibys, Wal-Mart and 'Jbys 'R
titutes. But those esteemed folks
Us, have reportedly refused to
at Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.
carry the game.
think outside the box.
Acclaim's marketing ploy
Just as they were a;ble to
' makes plenty of sense ...
turn something as mundane as a
As long as you don't think
taxicab tour into a daring test of
about it.
· hand-eye coordination, they have
also managed to create an arena
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
. reached at chris@ucffuture.com
where women do bike tricks half-

MENTAL DOODLES

•

Be a leader.
-Be a mentor.
Be a friend. ·
Be a help.
Be a guide.
Be a resource.
Be a role model.
Be an
Applications a·re available now for 0-Team 2003.
Stop by Orientation Services (SRC _227), call (407) 823-5105, or check out
www.orientation.ucf.edu. Applications are due October 25th by 5:00 p.m.

re yqu ready?
U_nit of AC?demic Development & Retention
Division of Student Development & Enrollment Services

Pharmacy
Prescriptions at discounted prices
Wide variety of over-the-counter products
Most birth _c oritrol pills $10-$12

Camp·u$ Wellness

Ce~ter

CHAMP (Comprehensive
Health Assessment and
Motivation Program)
Stress Management
Dieticians
Personal Training
Theraputic Massage

Student Health Center .
Free unlimited doctor visits
Mininmal additiona_I charges
for X-ray or Lab work
Women's Clinic

For more information
please call 407-823-2701
or visit us on the web
www.shs.ucf.edu
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Runaways
need·to be
foitnd .now

FREE car wash with
Oil Change!
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

Open: _
Mon-Fri B-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun B-6 P-~•:4
ec::

~

-DCF should

We are the jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year! .

make finding.
runaways a
top priority
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I
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are listed as younger than 1
year old, which suggests that
at least some of these cases
may be misclassified . .
DCF blames outdated
reoords and its inabillty to
investigate tips about the
whereabouts of missing chlldren for the existing cases of
missing children. A shortage
of manpower and funds prevents the department from
TIFFANY REPECKI
keeping track of all the chilSTAFF WRITER
dren under.the state's care, _
officials say.
The Florida Department
But the problem starts
of Children and·Families is
with the shoddy record-keepdone. Rather than find 200_
ing job caseworkers have
children who are classified as demonstrated in hundreds of
runaways, DCF officials are
missing-children cases.
washing their hands of the
Foster children's charts mess, calling the missing run- what caseworkers use to verify the whereabouts of all chilaways children who don't
want to be found.
dren - continue to provide
Under a greater deal of
unclear and conflicting inforpressure than ever before to - mation.
round up the state's miss·ing.
When the information is
children, rather than locate a
carelessly recorded iii the
growing list of missing chilfirst place, it indeed bec0mes
difficult to keep track of children, DCF has eliminated
those considered runaways to dreii, or to even know for
ease the burden.
sure, if those classified as
DCF officials claim no
-runaways truly are or have
matter how many times it
been classified erroneously.
rounds up and returns these
As a last-resort guardian
children to foster care, they
for children who have be~n
-even~ually run away again.
removed from environments
DCF impliesjfiltt it r~utinel:y .. _4hat the state legal system
chases down these cliifdre11,- · has deemed dangerous, lJcF
who obviously have no~tenhas an obligation to watch
tion of sYi~g· put, taking
over these kids and protect
time away from the larger
them.
group of children under the
The agency needs to
state's care.
demonstrate to these children
While it's easy to write
that it cares about their welloff chronic runaways as chilbeing. It needs to show these ·
dren who don't want to be
children that the motive
found, chronic runaways are
behind uprooting them from
in fact the children who need
their families is not to restrict
to be found the most.
or restrain them, but rather
These are the childr.en
to protect them from a situawho come fro:ql negligent or
tion that may be dangerous to
abusive homes, who run away their -body, mind and future.
_- ·The -interaction between
because they are placed in
negligent and abusive-foster ·
child and DCF needs to be
homes. These are the chil-· inore than a game of trig-of- _
war over the child's freedom.
dren who are exposed to
DCF needs to build relationdrugs, violence and sexual
abuse in their original ho:rµes
ships based on trust and
and foster homes, and run
friendship with the children
away because they can't bare under its care. These children
to suffer any ·more mistreatare as psychologically, emoment.
tionally and mentally complex
as the rest of us, and it is our
The strongest evidence
that these children need to be duty, as adults, to respect that
found is the fact that one 17complexity at all times.
year-old was found dead in a
It's the organization's
canal from a gunshot to the
responsibility to abide by the
hel:µl last month, while anoth- policies ·and procedures.
·
er was found bound and
DCF needs to ~tick with
gagged in a public park over · the policies and procedures ·
the summer: A 15-year-old
set in place, even if once
was· stabbed 11 times while
again, it is only to th~ _best of
on the run, and two 16-yearits ability. Rules and regulaold girls, who were working
tions were designed for areaas strippers, were raped.
son.
~d as tragic as those
The reason might be in
· cases are, even more tragic
place to avoid the exact situaare the cases where children
tion DCF has gotten itself
have been listed as runaways, ·_ into. With missing and runbut are in fact simply missing. away children on its hands,
DCF officials aren't searching DCF isn't making its own job
for them, not as thoroughly as any easier, and one contribtitthey should be, because they · ing factor might just be that ·
have written these children
the agency isn't playing by its
off. Some of these "runaways" own rules.

Universitv Blvd

-c:J

·. East Colonial Drive

·-----------~----------~-----~~-·I

Jittv Lube signature oil change

- -I
I
I
I
I
I

• Change <;>ii with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
.• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
•Vacuum interior-floors
• Wash exterior
I
I - windows
• Check brake
I
fluid level
I
• Lubricate chassis
as required

••

•I•

.I
1
I

• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
•Check &fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires· to
proper pressure

on/$21.99

I.
I
I
I
I

iCI
Free Fluid Refills'
Between Services!

---Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles. ·

~---------------------~-------~-·
; ~ M~7583
"'

;"*·--~~~

University Blvd:'" -*-*

Winier Park rr

l

_-

-
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The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conduqting_An Important Clinical -Research Study Of An
-_ lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To.
l·mmunize Again~t Smallpox. ,
"' · To participate in this study the following must apply:
o Nq ·previous smallpox vaccine
o No hi,story or presence of eczema or s~in problems
o No immune disorders
q Willing to make 7 -outpatient visits and complete·a diary after
vaccination
._
·
Compensation up to-$250.00 for time and travel
Call today·for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net
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One student'sfinger
nota symbol for peace
.

•FLORIDA

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

.

RENEE BEAUDETTE
STAFF WRITER

Recent headlines have
related the ongoing tensions
between UCF. students and the
surrounding community. The
university's neighbors see stu:..
dents as beer-guzzling brats,
while we whine.that we a.re.
incessantly and wrongly stereotyped.
The proposed expansion of
. the Tivoli housing complex has
been thwarted by the efforts of
community members who feel
that even living next_to students will devalue their properties and destroy their tranquil
/ neighborhoods.
Lake Pickett residents
would rather build a-fence
around their lake than see the
UCF women's crew team purchase lakefront land as a base
for their practices.
All the while, we insist that
we have been harshly labeled,
and -that given a chance, we'll
prove that we are re~ectable
members of the community.
When Axis magazine hit
the stands last week, it contajned '-Rleature about student
leaders involved in coordinating UCF's Homecoming festivities.
Complete with photos and
a description of each leader's
~ob title, the feature.contained
one photo that clearly stood out
from the rest. Concerts
Director Mike Rosenfeld was
pictured posing in his car and
shooting hi~ middle fihger up at
the camera.
Tlie article might have ·
served as a way to tout the
good accomplishments and
service that UCF students pro- ~
· vide the school and the community. .But in this cas¥_ it hardly
serves as that when one student leader is waiving his mid~
die finger at the reader.
1n fact, it is embarrassment to the other well-mannered
student leaders who are posed
in photos next to Rosenfeld, whohad the courtesy and common
sense to keep their middle fingers out of their photos.
It serves as a humiliating
reminder to the entire student
body that one bad apple can
ruin the whole batch. When
residents in neighboring commullities catch a glimpse of
Rosenfeld' s middle finger,
they'll fight twice as hard to
keep unmannerly students out
of their neighborhoods.
They will assume the very
best UCF has to-offer is
Rosenfeld and his middle finger.
UCF's student leaders
seem to have a very hard time
understanding that their positions automatically hold them
to a higher standard. As a student leader, they are supposed
to be a cut above the rest of the
student body, and this kind of
behavior is pathetic and unacceptable.
We like to insist that we
are mature. We promise that
we are responsible. We scoff at
the suggestion by local residents_that all we do is party. We
argue that we should be treated
like adults.
So let's start a cting like
·
adults.
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UCF's crew team wants to expand from this one room "shack'; but residents persist.

.when you cat] _gear up _for signing up,
that's mLife

an

C:J .

· Buy a phone and a_qualified AT&T Wireless Calling Plan for $39.99 or more a month and get Unlimited Night & Weekend minutes for life~
400 Anytime Minutes, and your -choice of free gear. From fresh styles to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Levi's jeans, DVDs, Loews
movie passes, CD players and more - just for signing 1.,1p! Check out all the stuff at attwireless.com/gear.
·unlimited Night and Weekend minutes available with a two-year contract for as long as you remain on the same plan.

J AW Wireless
©2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires purchase of a new phone and new activation on a qualified plan after August I, 2002, credit approval, a $36 Activation Fee.
one or two-year agreement, and up to a $175 cancellation fee. Participants must be at least 18 years old,1 enrolled in a two- or four-year. c;ollege, and have a valid e-mail address
and Internet access. Program available only to customers that activate service at attwireless.com or at participating AT&T Wireless Stores or Authorized Dealers in select cities.
Offer available for a limited time. Participants must remain on service for at least 30 days after activation in order to receive choice of gear. Complete Guidelines and description
of gear offered in program available at attwireless.corn/gear. Participants are bound by the General Terms and Conditions, rate ·plan a~d promotional materials.
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UCF welcomes Rockets to town
CHRIS BERNHARDT .
STAFF WRITER

They went to Marshall, and
played them tough. They went to
Western Michigan, and got their
first Mid-American Conference win.
The Golden Knights (2-3, 1-1) have
gone to two of the toughest places to

.UCF to host their first MAC.conference game Saturday
play in the MAC and left with
respectable results. Now they finally get to show the MAC their own
less-than:.friendly confines: the
Citrus Bowl.
UCF opens up a three-game-

home stand at 6 p.m. Saturday with the conference:
''We're excited to get back
a six-game-home-winning streak on
the line and a date with defending home and play in front of our home
MAC champion Toledo (4-2, 2-0). crowd," linebacker Chris Pilinko
This marks the first time UCF has ·said. ''We think we've played well
hosted a MAC team as a member of the last two weeks and hope we get

some people out to the games to
support ·us. We think we can make
.
them proud"
The school has begun heavily.
promoting this gaffie, dropping
reminders throughout the telecast
of the Western Miclllgan game and
PLEASE SEE

VCF ON24

Knights_

•

net7 goals
CHARVI MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

I!.

UCF found the net seYen trfiles,
using six diff~rent scorers and
handing rTroy State a 7-0 loss in
!"Omen's soccer. action Sunday in
Troy, Ala. It was the Golden Knights' third consecutive shutout.
Nicole Cieslak led the way for
the Golden Knights producing tWo
goals and assisting on .Allison
Blagriff's goal. Just .two minutes
into the match, Blagriff received a
cross from Cieslak and headed the
ball. past Trojan goalkeeper Hanna
Haile, who usually starts as a _strik-·
er for the Trojans, to give UCF the
advantage. The goal was Blagriff's
fourth goal of the season. Cieslak
scored the only other first-half goal
with 10 minutes left before half- ·
.time.
The first half ended with- the
Golden Knights up 2-0, and any
hopes of a Troy State comeback
faded away because of an offensive
onslaught by UCF in the second half.
Lindsay Maier scored off a free. _•
kick pass from Brooke Asby at the
51-rriinute mark. A minute later,
Blagriff put a shot on Haile, who
deflected the ball, and Cieslak put
the rebound in the net.
Becca
Eshelman,
Patty
McDowell
and
Jennifer
Montgomery accounted for the last
three UCF goals. Montgomery's
goal was her 10th on the season,
which leads the team. Jessica
t
Kuhlman_ -and Carol Lewis combined for the shutout, the Golden
Knights eighth of the season. UCF's
record improved to 11-3, while Troy
State fell to 1-13
«The Golden Knights begin their
last - home stand Wednesday with
three games against A-Sun teams.
UCF plays Jacksonville State at 7
p.m. Saturday.

Vanlooven picks up A-Sun honor
Senior
defender
Jackie
VanLooven earned A-Sun Defensive
Player of the--Week honors Monday
after· helping UCF to a pair -Ofshutouts over· Mercer and Troy
State- last week. VanLooven has
been a leader on UCF's defense,
which has reco_rded three consecutive shutouts and eight on the sea- ·
soil. The, -.Golden Knight defense
-has a O.Sf? goals against average;
· good for tI:µrd in the Atlantic Sun.
VanLQQVen is the second UCF play-.
er to earn the honor, as Kuhlman
picked it up for the first week of_the
season.
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• Jump start your ·car
· • Unlock your car
• Give direction·s
.• Inflate tires
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Freshman takes role
as captain seriously
.

FROM PAGE

18

of shots and saw a lot of action,"
Mcintosh said.
Good coaching is not the only
factor responsible for Mcintosh's
success; it can also be attributed
to a simple twist of fate. For the
first part of his soccer career, he
played fmward and defender. It
wasn't until his team's goalkeeper
fell ill that Mcintosh was asked to
step between the pipes.
"I was a big guy, so they stuck
nie in [goal] and I fell in love. I've
been there ever since," Mcintosh
said.
Mcintosh played for St.
Thomas Aquinas High School, ,
where he says the team was No. 1
in the nation his freshman year.
He helped the Raiders to a state
champfonship fu.1998 and to Final
Four . berths in 1999-2001.
Mcintosh posted a 0.62 goals
against average 3J].d 17 shutouts
his senior year. He was named to
the All-State first team and to the
-county, region, and state all-star
gBmes. Tu top it off, he was also
given Miami Herald and SunSentinel All-County honors.
The Golden Knights' net-minder was recruited by schools other
than UCF coming out of high
school, but the cost of going to
school out of state, especially to a
private college, can be prohibitive.
While ~shmau · goalkeepers do
receive scholarships, they do not
tend to gBt large awards because
they usually sit out at least one
season before they see any play- .

.

ing time. Mcintosh says it was Tubias Kronberger are the other
UCF Coach Bob Wmch's persist- two), a role he takes very serience that p6inted him toward . ously.
Orlando, however. · ·
"I try to make sure everyone
"I was skeptical at first. I is doing all right, make ·sure
didn't really want to stay_ in they're gBtting their treatment,
Florida at all, so I Wa.sn't looking or gBtting to bed on time when
foiward to my visit. When I caine we're away. I like to be more eyehere, saw everything, met the leveL" Mcintosh said.
coach, and met a few players, it
Mcintosh is a business·
got _into me. I had to take the -major, and while playing profesoffer. It was too good of a chance sional soccer is his ultimate goal,
to pass up, and now I love it here'. · right now he and his teammates
It's the best place I Gan be," have their sights set on gBttingto
Mcintosh said.
and winning the conference tourNow that he's here, nament.
Mcintosh has stepped in this sea"My g0alis to keep the team
son after the graduation of in the gBme. I can't score to win
·another... standout goalkeeper in the garile, so my go:;tl is not· to
Juuso Heikurainen and made. lose the gBme. I try and keep
the team his own. He was voted · everyone focused and help the
one of the three captains by his team win. I'm all about the ·
teammates -(Brad Wagner and team."

Continue
your .·
education
onlinewith
courses,

.

· certificates
cind d~gre~s
offered ·

•

through the
UCFVirtual
Campus.

'

~

(407) 823-4~'10
online@ucf.edu

<.

.

GOT
-SOMETHING
.TO SELL?

c

(

~.

Knight's Court-

Knighfs Kro~sing

2935 College Knight Court

- -12440 Golden Knight Circle

888.999.1580. 407.384.6800

888.999.6955 • .407.380.5807

College Park LifeWor!<s Program . and Staff
2, & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully 'furnished '
Monitored alarm sy~tems • All appliances included
All .u tilities included· • Cable TV
Full-size washer & dryer in apartm.ent
Free Ether.net in each-bedroom
Free local phone with voice r:nail
2 Swimming pools • 2 . Basketball .courts
2 Sand volleyball courts • Awesome computers
Hot tub & indoor fitness center
Game room & media lounge

.UCF Residence Life Staff and Services on-site
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished
Private bathrooms ~ All ~tilities includeq·
Monitored alarm systems • Cable TV w/HBO 1, 2, 3
Full-size washer & dryer .in apartment
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Game rooms
·3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness c~nters
.
3 Tennis courts • 3 Basketball courts 3 Sand volleyball courts • 3 Computer/study centers ..
Co-sponsored university activities _
c
'.

.. r.

·FUTURE
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407 447-4555

4/2 from
2/2 Type A.from-'510
2/2 Type B from $535
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KRISTY SHONKA - .,.
STAFF WRITER
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For the second ti.me in as
many Mid-American Collference ·
·games, UCF cornerback· Asante
Samuel picked up MAC East
Division Defensive Player of the
Week. The s~nior helped the
Golden Knights earn their.first conference win with an.. interception
near the goal line in the closing
nilimte of SaturfJ.ay's game against
Western Michigan. It was Samuel's
second iii.terception of the game.
He also made three tackles.
1

-

Rowers_~-11 se~son strong

The ~' wo~n's rowing
team earned·-iwo first-place and :
two seconcf:-place finishes Sunday
at the Head of Indian Creek. It was
the team's first race of the season.
The Golden Knights' first
place finishes came from the
Championship 4+ boat and the
Club 8+ boat. UCF's second place.finisties came from the JJghlw~t- •
Junior Varsity ill lM Club ~+ aird
the - ---varsity_ -_.,,,tf+
in
the
Championslllp 8+ race. ·
_ Ne:?ct ~p for the Knights is the
KrusTY SHONKA / CFF
Head of the Charles on Saturday Asante Samuel was named MAC East Defensiye Player of the Week for the second time this season after intercepting two passes and making three tackles against Western Michigan. .
and Sunday.
team finished in the 'Ibp 50, paced , while UCF came in second with 122
For tlie fourth time in as many Knights.
Tampa topped the division by sophomore Ben Mena in 13th at points. West ·Florida (164 points)
races Amy Giles crossed the finish
Cross country teams
line first for the Golden Knights. with 48 points followed by UCF 26:0Q.80. Junior Danny Cook was finished third, Florida Southern ,
take second place
The UCF men's and women's The sophomore finished eighth at with 80 points. Loyola finished next in 17th at 26:29.90 and senior (165) took fourth and Lynchburg
cross country teams each claimed 18:56.20, while freshman Astrid third (119 points), Florida Sean McCabe finished 26th at College rounded out the top five.
The Golden Knights head to ·
second place Saturday at the Claessens finished 10th at 19:17. Southern came in fourth (144) and 26:46.
UNG-Greensboro
took
fifth
(188).
Missouri
Junior
Sara
Dillman
crossed
the
S0 1 ~thei:n State w:on
DeLand
on Friday for the Btetson _
Seventh Annual Disney Classic at .
line
13th
at
19:30.20
for
the
Five
members
of
the
men's
the
men's
division
with
31points,
•
Invitational.
Disney's Wide World of Sports. .

FREE FOOO~ ...
THE NEW ROCK ALTERNATIVi

MAC
IRJ~
~

Come: a_n~- ·s up·p<»rt your
·U CF· Gol·~en Knights as they
open to a'I
_ take ·or1 ·Toledo ••• cind help us
..ucF STUDENTS! ' try to break the MAC h~ome
game attendance ·record! .'

:Oct. 19th 3:00-5:00

located in the STUPENT LOT of the Citrus Sowl
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ELTON PATTERSON

Enormous presence
CH RI s BERNHARDT

the football. We think he's a real_ sack record is within reach. DaITell
good run defender and he happens Rudd sits atop the list with 31.5,
to be a really good pass rusher. '1.
se"."en more.then Patterson has right
Defensive end Elton Patterson
Off the field, Patterson also now. That's a goal Patterson said
gets called a lot of ib.:ings. Coaches makes a big contribution in the lock- he'd like to reach, but he has eyes on
call him a team leader. Analysts call er room. Patterson is one of only · a bigger prize: the NFL.
him one of, if not the best, defensive three seniors on the starting
NFL scouts have eome in
.players in the · Mid-American defense, along with cornerback rec0rd numbers to see UCF players,.:.
Conference. The quarterbacks he Asante Samuel and linebacker and slirely they're keeping an eye
slams to the ground might call him Chris Pilinko. As a result, his team- . -on Patterson.
"ouch." But those who know him mates voted him defensive captain..
"It's kind of hard not to think
He credits several former about that beingthat you can be set
best simply call.him "E.P."
- -._. ·-"Everybody calls me that. The Golden Knights for helping· mold for, the rest of your life just by doing
onJy peop e-th&_t.:_~o:p.'t call me that is him, in particular fellow defensive what you love," Patterson said. "I _
like my mom," Patt€lt0n -said. "I end Marv Richardson whom he work hard ev:ery day just to have
picked. tha~ up from wheili'-~ in played with as a true freshman in that in back of my mind as a perhigh school. All my brothers, every--·- ~J999. He also gives a large amount sonal goal. I know people are lookbody used to call them by their ini- of crecut-to·.Jlut[: Now he's using ing at me, but.I just got to continue
.
tials. And somehow it got down here what he's learned 8.iia passing-it-on · doing what I'm doing."
to Orlando."
to bis fellow defensive. linemen like
And hopefully by the end of the
While Patterson's name can be Rashad Jeanty, ·Roy Williams and season, people can calr"E.P." soine$hortened, his list of accomplish- DeMarcus Johnson.
'
thing else: an NFL player.
-~ ·
ments cannot. The youngest of 10
"Elton has helped me both on
"The scouts love his characchildren from Tallahassee, he came the tield and off the field. And that's ter,"·Huff said. "They love his quickto UCF four years ago and has put something that you don't find in a lot ness, they love his balance, they love
together a career that ranks him of people," Jeanty said. 'l\s far as on his speed. He.can play on Sunday."
among the best pass rushers in the field he's a great leader. I think
school history. His 24.5 career sacks ·he's a very big part of my early sucranks third in the UCF record book. cess."
·
And he's still got more than half a
Patterson said: ''All those play_year to go.
_
ers, I encourage them to try and do
A sack ean be one of the most ·their best. I tell-them to try to get to
pivotal plays in, a football game. It where I'm at. Just work real hard so
·can stall a drive, energize a_defense that they can be successful by their
and . demoralize an offense. senior year and everythingwill be in
Patterson, like most great pass their hands for them."
rushers, takes great pride in them.
Patterson has also accom-"Sacks is what I thrive on, plished a lot µi the classroom. The
that's like the main reason I play health service :;u:lministration major
footo3.n," Patterson said. "I love get- will graduate in December, a full
ting sacks, that's my main focus in semester early.
the game."
..
On the field, this season has
But quarterbacks aren't the been one of great expectations for
only players he takes doWil. In each Patterson. His_name appeared on
of the last two years he's recorded the watch list for the Lombardi
over 80 tackles. He's led the team in Award, given annually to the best
tackles for a loss the past two sea- college offensive or defensive linesons, and has the school's second man. UCF's entrance into the MAC
and fifth best seasons in that cate- gives him a national platform to
go:r,y. He also forced five fumbles last show his skills. So· has the two
season, tying a team record.
nationally televised games UCF
"He's an all-around defensive - played earlier in the year, against
end," said defensive ends coach Penn State and Marshall.
Charles Huff. 'We match him on the
So far he's been solid, with 3.5
. KRis.fv SHoNKA / CFF
strong side where most people run sacks and 27 tackles. The school Elton Patterson has 24.5 sacks in his career at UCF, seven short of the school record of 31.5. He has three so far this season.
STAFF WRiTER
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JENNY FRANK

- setti~g

standards'
Frank leads the _

.A-Sun in assists .
per games

'I

CRAIG BROOKS -

_

STAFF WRITER

Seven years ago, Jenny
·Frank stood for the first time
· on a volleyball court.
Watching her now, it's hard to
imagine her as a beginner.
And now the junior setter
. ·is the on-court leader of the
UCF volleyball team.
Frank plays volleyball
because she loves it.
. "The fire inside fuels me,"
she said, "I have to do it."
That love shows in her
play. She averages 11.84
assists per game, totaling
1,125 this year, which moves :
her into second place all-time
in school history with 2,880.
Exhibiting discipline and
~ncouraging her teammates
at all times . makes her an
effective leader.
·"I have to be the stable
one," she said. "I can't have
any roller-coaster rides. I feel
I bring discipline and effort. If
they see that I am being disciplined, the rest of the team .
JOE KALEJTA I CFF

Jenny Frank is averaging 11.84 assists per game this year.

PLEASE SEE

'·--FREE
-------.--HAT'
----!-! '-.
I~

.- -

,

.

I
I

• Hats • VisOrs, •Shirts • . Pants

I
I

and More!!

I Bring this coupon, make.
I
··a $20.o·o purchase.I
I (clothing· or gifts) and
I
get a FRE~ _h at.
1.

I Offer g·ood with coupon only.
I .· Good Octo~ber ~1 t'1rough _
I October 26 at both CB & s and
I
I Knight's Corner .Book$tores.

Spirit
Selection!

I

·I
)

Competitive ON 25

~-----~----------~

· Both Stores Open On Game Days
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Shop on-line at:
www.colle ebook.com
CB·· &S
(407) 382~1617

Knight's .Corner

(407). 658-7979 -
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UCF hopes ·for blackout at Citrus Bowl
FROM PAGE

18

asking fans to wear black Theyre
hoping for a big turnout for what
.may_ be the most important "home
game in UCF history.
Toledo may not be aname.that
invokes great -excitement, but it
should. Not only are the Rockets the
defending conference champs, but
they're also a team that finished in
·the 'Thp 25 last season. They possess one of the nation's highest
scoriJlg offenses. And though they
lost many key players from last season, Coach Tum Amstutz still has
them playing well. Their two losses
came on the road against
Minnesota and Pittsbiirgh, two
teams with a combined record of 113.
With the loss of star running
back Chester Taylor, drafted in the
sixth round .by the Baltimore
Ravens, people questioned whether
'Thledo could continue to have a
dominating running game. TaylOr
had a spectacular senior season,
rushing for 1430 yards and 20
touchdowns.
William Bratton, a seldomused senior, took over the job this
year and has been oQ.tstanding.
He's, gfilnect W4 yards and scored
nine touchdowns. -As a team, the
Rockets rush for 216.2 yards a
game, good for 19th in the nation.
Conversely UCF is middle of the
pack in run defense, giving up 137.4
yards and ranked 52nd nationally.
· UCF has excelled defensively
creating turnovers, already matching last season's tota} of eight inter-

KRISTY SHONKA I

CFF

Doug Gabriel, with four touchdowns on the season, leads the Golden Knights into Saturday
night's game against Toledo, the first MAC game played at the Citrus Bowl.

ceptions in just the past three throwing for 1,238 yards". His three
games. But the Rockets throw the starting receivers, Carl Ford,
ball with incredible efficiency. Dontra Greene and Manny
Quarterback Brian Jones has the Johnson, all have at least 15 catchsixth-best QB rating in the country, es. So does bis tight end, Andrew
157.3. He has eight touchdown pass- · Clarke. He gets good protection too,
es, just one interception, and com- as .the team has given up just four
pletes 71 percent of bis -passes while sacks.

pare for one, you really prepare
schematically for all of them."
They also get good pressure on
the quarterback, collecting 16 sacks
on the year. Gardner paces them
The Knights vs The Rockets
with three. It will be another test for
Oa. 19
Citrus Bowl
UCF's improving offensive line,
6p.m.
Orlando, Florida ·
which has given up just one sack in
the last three games. After missing
"They're very balanced on so much early practice time with
offense," said UCF Coach Mike injuries, UCF's projected offensive
Kruczek "Our defense has got their line is healthy ~d improving every
Work cut out for them."
week.
. But UCF can give Toledo plenBoth teams are fairly even on
ty to handle defensively as well. special teams. Greene gives them a
Though the status of tailbacks Alex solid kick returner and both kickers
Haynes and Keith Williams, both have done:well though haven't been
nursing sprained ari:kles, remains tested much.
· up in the air, expect UCF to put the
Do expect to see some penal· ball on the ground more than usual. , ties, as both teams average over 50
'Thledo is particularly weak against penalty yards per game. UCF in
the run, allowing 163 yards per particular gets penalized for nearly
game. And fullback Dee Brown, fill- 70 yards a game. That and
mg in for Haynes, has impressed turnovers liave been the .Achilles'
enough to garner more carries. H~,.s heal of the team all season.
run for 86 yards on: 15 carries since
- "I don't like the penalties and
Haynes went down.
we talk about it," saidKruciek "It's
The Rockets defend ·the pass · a combination of youth and what
much better. They've picked off nine the defense does and then there's a
passes, led by safety Keon Jackson concentratiop. problem. And that
He has three, and linebacker David can't happen."
Gardner and cornerback Brandon
UCF ·usually plays a lot sharpHefflin each have two: Like most of er at home and will sureJy be ener- ·
the teams UCF has faced this year, gized for this big contest. Already in
the Rockets play a 4-2-5 scheme, the-hole, every conference game is a
with just two linebackers and an must win for, the Golden Knights
·
extra defensive back
and it looks like UCF is starting to
"'Thledo :ls the same defense click offensively. Expect a lot of
that Western Michigan runs, that points in this game and a big day
Marshall runs, that Vrrginia 'Tuch from both running backs. But look
runs, which you don't see very often for UCF's superior defense to" help _
week after week after week," pull this one out.
Kruczek said. "So when you preIJ(f 31, Toledo 28

I ~
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.Competitive
·nature fuels
consistency
FROM PAGE 23

will do the same."

Her stability has helped
the Golden Knights to a 1310 overall record, but more
importantly a 7-0 Atlantic
Sun Conference record. Her
assists per- ganie average
leads the conference and
she's racked up four tripledoubles on the year.
Frank said her mother
played volleyball in college,
which helped peak her interest in a game that receives
minimal glory and fame.
She also cited her coaches as major influences, saying they have goften her to
where she is · now.· Frank
looks up to her current
coach, Meg Colado, and the
trust that they have fuels
Frank to do her best.
Frank's ·skills often
leave . spectators asking,
"How does she do it?"
"Knowing that the next

ball is mine drives me. I have
to get after the balls. It is my
job to do so," she said.
Frank seems to have
mastered her aspect of the
game, consistently throwing
·up assists and pounding
home the offense to fuel the
momentum of the team.
· "She's an ·athletic kid,"
Colado said. "You can see it
when you watch her play.
She'll dig a ball with her foot.
She's got great court vision.
She can throw a ball wherever for a kill at the right
time."
Frank keeps her goals
simple. She wants the team
to win the A-Sun so the
Knights can advance to the
NCAA Tournament.
And for herself she said:
"My goal is to set hittable
balls. That is always my goal
for every game."
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-STAFF WRITER KRISTY SHONKA
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drhtktll9 Is a• electhre. It's your c&-olce. A11d ff you're Into aooll
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·merchandise,
sports items,
...

-·tailgating supplies,
and SO much rllOre!
Find it all at your

UCF -BOOKSTORE .

. UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32816
Phone·(407) 823-2665
.
}OE KALEJTA I CFF

Jenny Frank moved into second place all time at UCF in career assists last month.

.

http://www.bkstore.com/ucf/

Bc)okstore
Your On-campus Store

-.
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week
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Highlights of the
cultural calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, Oct: 17

John Anderson at UCF Arena
Since his first album release in 1980. the
Apopka native 'has been revered as one of the
coolest guys in country music with his modern take
on the traditional Nashville sound. His opening act
is country muSlc . family The Larkins, who just
released their 7th album.·The show starts at 7:30
p.m.in the UCf Arena. and costs $20.

'

Friday, Oct 18

Haunted' Arboretum at Uffs Arboretum
This year's- Haunted Arboretum features two
trails 10 spook visitors. The first one. Haunted
Homecoming. ties in with the homecoming festivities. This track features both ghoulishly scary cheerleaders and football players. The second track is
themed in a traditional Halloween haunted-housetype-styJe. only without the house. If you can't
make it.tonight. the festivities continue tomorrow
night. This event is free to the public. and begins
at 9 p.m.
-

)!:

Saturday, Oct. 19

The Kindercore Traveling Rock n' Roll
Circus at Will's Pub
Kindercore Re:ords takes over Wilf:s_Pub
with bands from its record label. mcludfhg
Mazerati, IAm The World Trade Center. The Agenda.
and Paper-Lions. The music ranges from hardcore to
punk to Jndie rock. The show costs $7. it starts at 8
p.m. and is 18 and older.
-

Sun<lay, Oct. 20

The Tragically Hip at House Of Blues
.
This blues/rock Canadian five-some has
been putting out records since 1987. Their popularity stateside is not nearly what it is in their home
country. but with the release of every new album.
Americans seem to be catching on. Check out their
live show with opening act Wayne at House of
Blues. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. and costs $17.50.

Monday! Oct. 21

Oceans 11 at The Reflecting Pond
Join your fellow students at The Reflecting
Pond to wa1ch one of the most attractive casts ever
assembled in a movie. This 2001 remake of the
1960s classic film of .the same title will be sure to
entertain one and all. Come out and see if the 11 of
. them get away with robbihg a string of Las Vegas
casinos. The film starts at 9 p.m. and is free.

Picking out the
perfect costume
JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

_ Junior Singh has
been planning for
weeks. He knows he
rieeds to come up with
an original co~tume
idea in less than two
weeks if he plans to
dress
up
for
Halloween this year.
Singh knows last
year's _costume is a,
tough one to be.at.
Singh, who dressed as
a 70' s pimp, calls the
costume his favorite. :
"It's got to be
gi>od and original," he

said. ''You can't have the movie stars.
the saIIle costume as
"When I was 6,
someone else."
my mom painted .my
"[My pimp cos- face white and my hair
tume] sure got a lot of orange and ~ade me a
attention."
costume to be Roger
Who says college Rabbit, one · of my
students' candy-beg- favorite movies."
ging days are over?
This
year
Many UCF studen.ts Ottlinger and her best
like Singh take the hol- friend will dress as
iday as -seriously as other movie charac- ·
·they did when they ters." when they visit
were children, even if friends
at
the
candy is no "longer the University of WISconmotivating factor.
sin for Halloween.
Junior Jessica
. "Halloween
is
·Ottlinger is still dress- · really ·big up there,"
ing up these days, and she said. 'We couldn't
she's still dressing like think oC very many
PLEASE SEE

Hookers DN 30

,Where to find
terror .out
on the road
STEPH_EN HIRST
STAFF WRITER

Masked villains;
chainsaws, ·disfigured
victims of · electric
chairs, guillotines, iron
maidens and blood all
paid for by people waiting and wanting to be
frightened.
Every
. year,
Universal
Studios
hires mostly students
to work for Halloween
·Horror Nights. Bu.t not
this year. Islands of

Adventure is . hosting
Halloween
Horror
Nights thi~ year and
the emphasis is back
on . trying to frighten
people rather th:;m just.
entertain them. It will
also include five haunted houses and several
stage shows.
The park inventively used its existing
rides in conjunction
with the themes of its
haunted houses, in this
case,
using
Spiderman's arche~e-

PLEASE SEE

Costume ON 29

Tuesday, Oct. 22

Carnival at 'UCF Arena parking lot
This traditional-style carnival is open to the
public, so make it a day to spend with your UCF
and non-UCF friends alike. The Arena parking lot
will be filled with games, rides, food and fun to be
had by 'one and all. Everything except the food is
· free. and the carni\ial lasts from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

W~dnesdav,

Oct. 23

.Skit Knight at uCF Arena

Various UCF organizations will present their
takes on past campus events, such as Spirit Splash.
famous visitors . and choosing Knjghtro and
Glycerin. in skits of their own design. Judges will be
on hand to choose winners based on their dancing
in tne skits. lhey will also announce the winners for
the best Spirit Banner. This event is free. and the
skits begin at 8 p.m.

Thursday, Oct 24
United Nations Day

Join the festivities as various UCF clubs eel·
ebrate the Si'.th anniversary of the United Nations.
Featured ·guest speakers include. the former UN
ambassador to Bosnia. Robert William Farrand, and
the US. delegate at the. Geneva Conference on
Human Rights. Dick Bachelor. Learn about topics
that range from HIV/AIDS to environmental issues
to Islam. This event is free. and takes place from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 316 of the Student
·union. ·
•

Comedy Knight at UCF arena
Funnyman Bill Maher will take over the-UCF
Arena with his in·your-face humor that spares no
public figure from mockery."The host of the former
television show "Politically Incorrect" knows how to
keep a crowd entertained, and often offended. The
show starts at 8 p.m. in tne UCF Arena. and Is free
for those with a valid student ID.

•·
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Horror awaits those who. think they've reached safety
FRO~ PAGE

.,

)

26 .

They led me around to the
·back of the Human Resources
and they might lash out at you. Department, in a behind.-theJust be aware."
scenes area of offices that is not
With orientation complete, as fun as the rest of the park, and
work assignments were handed gave me my cost~e: a jumpsuit
out. Thi~ year, Horror Nights has with ·a miner's hardhat, goggles
been relocated for the first time and a pair of. gtoves. I looked like
from Universal Studios to the I was ready to descen4 into a pit
Islands of Adventure .theme park, somewhere. Once the makeup
where the creative team has people finished their work - my
expanded on the idea of the eyes were dripping ~lood, my
park's existing "islanc;ls." For arms were splattered with
Halloween, Marvel Island empha- wounds, and smears of dirt filled
sizes its supervillains, the Lost in the gaps - I looked instead like .
Continent has gone Medieval I had crawled out of a coffin-sized
make that Med-evil and one.
Jurassic Park, which is already
That's when they finally
pretty scary anyway; has been steered me toward the haunted
transformed with people mutated · maze. But first, a technician
from the dino DNA who are run- explained that I would have a
ning amok in the park. The only metallic rod and a gate to smack
"island" where horror would be a it against.
stretch was that of Seuss ·
"Sparky;" he called me.
Landing; in that case, the story- "Sparky;" he said, "this thing is
line now states that the residents going to spark a lot. Wear your
of Who-ville have fled, leaving a goggtes at all times. Now you can
haunted "Screamhouse" that touch this part, but not this part,
takes its place.
and definitely don't touch this
I was assigned to the and this at the same time."
Screamhouse, and given the job
"OK," I whispered. I barely
title of Zombie 19-A. While the understood anything he had said,
title didn't exactly make my blood but it was too late and for the
curdle, it sounded like a cool next 45 minutes I had a job to do.
name for band.
The kids who screamed their
I was so excited. I had my heads off and the boyfriends who
wor):( ID, :qiy work assignment shielded their girlfriends while
and a schedule telling me when to making wise-ass remark~ about
show up. Then, on my first day; I how uncool it all was blended
learned my role had changed. I together with the teenagers, the
wasn't Zombie 19-A anymore. I parents, the drunken parents, the
was Henchman 17-A. It wouldn't drunk.en teenagers. I saw them
be as much fun as being a zom- all. When it came time for my first
bie, I figured, but it would do.
break, my replacement showed

a

PHOTO CoURTESY UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

"Treaks" and "Foons" are a few of the imaginative creatures found at Universal's Islands of Adventure during Halloween Horror Nights.

up wearing just the jumpsuit -:-- no
makeup. Maybe he already knew
how hot it was inside the b,aunted
house, and didn't want to deal
with tJ:iat extra layer of grime.
Maybe he was not as good looking as me, and he didn't need to
"be covered up.
·
I took my break in a trailer
with co-workers christened
Carnage and Punishe~ But the
down time - 45 minutes on, 45
minutes off - passed quickly;
. and back inside the maze I discovered that my sparking rod had

sputtered out. I scrambled
through the back of the maze,
still in costume, still in character,
and.grumbled to one of the technicians to fix it. Meantime I
wailed and flailed my arms, trying to evoke a scare. Suddenly
the sparks returned in full force. I
was immediately relieved that I
would no longer have to rely on
my natural ability to frighten people.
When the night drew to a
close, I sprayed down my costume with disinfectant and put

the garments in the laundry as
required, then took a long breath.
It was fun. I had earlier gone
through the haunted houses,
seen the shows and carefully
noted the details that otherwise
go unnoticed unless you go in
really close. And though I knew
that I might be assigned to another location the next time, I knew
the strategy would be the same.
As Puajsher said, "You've
just got to be patient and wait for
the crowd of people who think
they've reached the safe point."

The Office of Student Activities at UCF

WEEKEND EVE-NTS.
HURSDAY, OCTOBER 17

4 pm - 7 pm CAB Spectacular Knights: Miss UCF Tryouts, Mod 5 Rm 1OS
8 pm -12 am Cultural Arts:Thursday KnightJive,AcademicVillage 1 &-2 5 pm - 7 pm VUCF Best Buddies. Carpool in front of Millican Han at 4:30
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18

4 pm- 7 pm CAB Spectacular Knights: Miss UCFTryouts,Mod 11 Rm 105
9 pm -2 am Late Knights, Rec.and Wellness Center. Featuring Doug,
Bradley 11 Pinheadn at 10:30 pm and the movie "Hell Raiser"
at 12:30 am in the Wired Cafe, plus many more activities, give aways,
and free food at the Recreation and Wellness Center.
9 pm - 2 am Haunted Arboretum, UCF Arboretum
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19

s pm - 1o pm VUCF Ki~s· Knight Out at the UCF Football Game.
. Carpool in front of Millcan Hall at 4:15 pm.
· 9 pm - 2 am Haunte~ Arboretum, UCF Arboretum

Hau. nf~J- A ,.60,.efu.m
$

_& 3 11 llfS 3F.$. .@CS¥ _..~ '-

Th is FtiJay 5Safv.,.Jay l
Ocfobtt 1~ 519

9pm - 2 am
UCF Atbotd~m

Uisit us on the web at osa.ucf.edu
For more info on any of these events contact the Office of
Student Activities, Rm.208 in the SU, or call 407.823.6471
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government Association
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Hiding roommates
that Slither and-slurp
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

Magic, 21, often relaxes on
his favorite beanbag chair
after a long day With black
hair and green eyes, he enjoys
being the center of attention.
His roommate, junior Macario
Garcia, 21, and he have known
each other since birth.
However, Magic is not
technically allowed to live in
Garcia's apartment. Magic is a
cat.
Garcia is just one of the
many students who 1ive with a
contraband animal. Most student apartments do not allow
residents to have pets, but students regularly ignore the
rules regarding pet ownership .
. "Do they charge you extra
if a kid comes through the
door?" asked Garcia. He said
he should only have to pay if
his pet makes a mess.
Garcia, who has chosen
not to pay the fee, keeps his cat
lQcked up when maintenance
comes. He said: "There should
be no extra cost for a pet.
You're already feeding them."
He described Magic as
"another little friend roaming
around the house." He said

KNIGNr_s ·

, (;~B

'futet1let~ aod ~~I
Offering:

Games

B. THACKER I CFF
PLEASE SEE

Pets ON 31

Marissa Menvelson with her pet snake. Menvelson atsO has a 4-year old iguana.

Comput<:r Repair

Mon-Thurs

_High Sp<:nl lncern<:t 'Friday

CD Bu ming

El6HT DOLLAR DININ6

_

N.Y.-style pizza finds its place
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

ture · that authentic .taste that
excites taste buds and makes
one's stomach rumble, Russo
recruited chefs from New York
to work at N.YP.D. So far, this
concept has proven to be successful. N.YP.D. has won the

~aving New York behind
did not mean the food had to be
left behind as well. At least not
for Paul Russo, co-owner ·of
N.YP.D. Pizza Delicatessen.
Russo wanted to create a
pizzeria with food that tasted
like it was right out of New York,
sa~d Stacey Figueroa, the
restaurant's assistant manager.
Russo, a Queens native, teamed
Where: 373 N. Orange Ave.
up with Lou Pearlman of Trans
downtown and
Continental . Co., and opened
2589 S. Hiawass~
N.YP.D. This authentic restauRoad in Metro West
rant provides an assortment of
Italian dishes that will fill your
Phone: (407) Bn-6973
stomach without emptying your
(downtown),
wallet.
,
.(407) 293-8880
The motif suggests an eld(Metro West)
fashioned New York City police
station. A wall of prison bars
borders the path. to the dining
Website: www.nypdpinaonline.com
area. The restaurant is illuminated by old-fashioned globe
lights, bearing the N.YP.D. logo
;
and the walls -are decorated award for the best pizza in
with an array of police badges Orlando five years in a row now.
and uniforms.
·
Although .many delicious
More importantly, to cap- entrees, such as ravioli and

N.Y.P.D. Pizza

Delicatessen

baked'ziti, are offered here, the
pizza is by far the best .item on
the menu. The crust has just the
right texture, the sauce consists
of the perfect blend of tomatoes
and spices and the toppings
cover the entire pizza. And the
best part is, almost everything
on the menu costs under $8.
N.Y.P.D. offers an assortment of vegetaria,n dishes as
well, such as eggplant parmigiana and veggie strombolis. On
'Two for Tuesday' patrons can
buy one pizza-and get a second
one free. Fbr those 21 and older,
the . prison canteen, . or bar,
offers beer and wine.
Because of Pearlman's
association with the local music
industry, N.YP.D. also has its
share of .celebrity patrons.
Figueroa said that members of
'N Sync, 0-Town, LFO and the
Backstreet Boys - all acts that
Pearlman helped to create or
promote - have stopped by for
a bite to e.at.
'
"I just went to see Joey
[Fatone] in 'Rent'," Figueroa
sai4 "He.said he would be coming to the restaurant soon."

ZBALL

7,n_n-9pm
7 am-l

Balliscics

lpm

Serious Sam

Sa rurda y · I I am- I l'pm

MS Office XP

Scar Wars

Phoru Printing

POD Racer

Golf

Sctnning

Half Life

Faxing

and more .. ..

Digital Phl>tography

MoNtHL~

C0Mpet1t10NSJ

I .2 24J University Blvd

Orlando. FL

.~281 7

107-207-7008

Cody's
-

Solutions

AsK FOR ZELDA
No waiting to get hair done!
By appointment only!
Relaxers • Mens Cuts • Color
Wraps/Sets • Highlights • Press-N-Curt
Eyebrow Waxing • Short Cuts • Curts

Sas~y Hair Sfyles
Beside Boardwalk Bowl
Aloma Shopping Center

The Place ta Change Your Clothes
. We carry a latge selection
·
· of Hawaiian shirts and dresses, sports
wear and golf wear for guys and gals.
118 N. Park Avenue • Winter Park, R 32189

401-641-CODY (2639)
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Costume contests
and revelry beckon
out·on the road

.,

FROM PAGE

26

my, Carnage, as the main villain of the attraction.
_ Halloween Horror Nights
began Oct. 16 and will last
through the beginning of
November.

Universars Islands of
Adventure Hal,oween '
.Horr9r Nights

. ·score big with
Fazoli's® catering.
. Call Fazoli's® Restaurants. We offer authentic Italian favorites
that are hot, fre~h and fast.Talk to our manager and we'll help you
get it together for your get-together.

Busch Gardens runs the
festivities on Fridays and
Saturdays from Sept .27 until
NoV. 2.

Howl-a-Scream
Dates: Sept. 27 - Nov. 2
Time: 7:30 a.m. -.2 a.m.
Website:
http://howl-o-scream.com/Tampa/

Dates: Oct. 16 .: 20, 73 - 17, . _
Oct. 29 - Nov. 2.

Fantasy Fest

friday & SaturdaJ; 7 -p.m. - 2 a.m.

AH other nights: 7 p.m. - 12 a.01.

~

·-

?

jdmission: Florida re~idents pay
$36.95 for peak nights with a Coca
Cola lab.el or Taco Bell coupon,
29.95 with same offer during nonpeak nights.

or

Webs•te: http://themeparks.universalstudios.com/orlando

Guavaween
..,.

Of course, Universal's
, brand of Halloween entertainment is not for everyone .
There are those who prefer to
spend their money on something other than axe wielding
, maniacs
chasing them.
Fortunately, Florida offers
October. One
other options
of these is Ybor City's
Guavaween celebration.
Costume contests, local
and national concerts and a
night parade all give Ybor
city's, Guavaween, a Mardi
Gras atmosphere. The Latininfluenced festival offers clubhopping, drinking and walking
through the streets that surround Ybor Square and
Centennial Park.
Beads are thrown in
Mardi Gras fashion, beer vendt>rs are plentiful and entertainers show up to perform,
such as Ja Rule and the Baha
Men did last year. The 17th
annual Guavaween begins on
Oct. 26.

for

... '!.:

,..

Guavaween's Night of
Costumed Rev!lry

It may be a seven-hour
drive from Orlando, _ but
Fantasy Fest in Key West is
perfect for anyone that wants
to celebrate Halloween traditionally, in costume. Wizards,
dragons, goblins and lep;rechauns wander the streets
of Key West, but witch and
ghost costumes won't cut it
for this island costume contest. The event demands participants to dress up in outrageous costumes, the more
outrageous,. the better. The
event is marked by a series of
free parades, beach partie.s,
boat races, carnivals and costume contests irom Oct. 18 to
Oct. 27 ..

Call our General Man"-ger for details, 407-380-3737. .
ORLANDO: 12025 Collegiate Way (o:n University Blvd. by UCF)

Fantasy Fest
Admission: none -.
Dates: Oct. 18 - 27
Website:
http://www.fantasyfest.net/

The Skull Kingdom
The Skull Kingdom,
located at the intersection of
International Drive and
Universal Blvd., is an interactive haunted castle that combines live :ui.onsters with animatronics and other special
effects to create an affordable
scare at $12.50 a ticket, with
two dollars off for Florida residents. The castle, with its
demonic entrance of a -giant
skull carved into a rock, takes
about twenty mjnutes to tour.

y_ou

Qate: Oct. 26

COUlD SAVE 15% OR MORE ON .CAR INSURANCE.
~
'
~
'

Admissi~~:

Admission: $10
,#::,

Time: 4 p_.m.

Location:-Ybor City's commercial
~istrict, off 1-:4.
Website: ·~ ~
http://www.cc-events.org/gw(

Howl-0-Scream
Not far from Ybor -City in
Tampa, Busch Gardens hosts
its annual Howl-0-Scream
event. Determined to compete
with
the
well-known
Halloween Horror- Nights in
Orlap.do, HowJ-0-Scream provides six haunted houses,. four
outdoor scare zones and six
roller coasters, all of them in
the dark, all night long.

_.,..

....

$12.5_0

Dates: Jea-r round
Times: 4 p. m. tQ 11 p.m.

Ask about our student discount and alumni affiliation.

·~·

.

Website:

.

.

Low down-p!Jyment and conve~ient payment plans.

http://www.skullkin~~om.com/

Round-the-clock claim se..Vice ..
So whether. you seek . to .
. celebrate your -Hispanic heritage, enjoy a parade or carnival, feel your heartbeat
race, or simply need an
excuse to drink yourself
blind, October festivities in
the Sunshine State have
something to offer - especially for those looking for a
non-traditional way to celebrate Halloween.

,..
1

-

GEICQ
DIRECT

Discount not a~ailable in all states or in all GEICO Companies . Government Employees. Insurance Co_ •GEICO General Insurance Co. •GEICO Indemnity Co _ •GEICO
C~sualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.- GEICO auto insurance is not available in MA or NJ . GEICO: Washington DC 20076 _© 2002
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Skull Kingdom on International Drive will be having Skull-o-Ween nightly at 6 p.m.
starting October 4 and it runs through November 2.
-

Hookers and
cross-dressers
remain favorites
FROM PAGE

26

good pair-co~tumes, so we
picked Thelma and Louise."
Sophomore Jacqui Gabel
has chosen to be a movie character for Halloween too. Gabel
will portray Mary from Dumb
and Dumber, while her
boyfriend will dress as Lloyd.
"That way we can walk
around and say quotes from the
movie all night," she said.
And Junior Adam Wides
says that his favorite costume
was based on a movie character too, at least on the small
s~reen.

''When I was 5, my brother
was Tom, and I was Jerry costumes my mom made."
Freshman Diane Segarra
has never dressed up for
Halloween before, but this year
she will, and plans to make the
experience memorable.
"I'm going to be a hooker,"
said Segarra.
·
Sophomore Oscar Diaz will
have a costume. similar to
Segarra's.
"Me and three of my boys
are going as girls this year," he
said. "You know, get some big
boobs, some dresses. It should
be funny."

Me and three of my boys·
are going as girls this year.
You-know, get some big
boobs, s~me dresses. It
should be funny.

Home
Com-i ng
S-tudent
Special

~--------------~---------·
SIU()()th Seniati()D§
:
Laier- tiair- VeDl()'\"al
Bikini Liae , ·
Fall BikiDi
Vaderanns
Lowe.. Legs

$100
$150
$100
$200

<o'\)

Per Treatment Prices. oner
·: valid until October 31, 2002.
:.. Not valid with other ·o ners. .1

________________________

2·-1 Hour massages SJO*
Microdermabrasion $60*
Custom Facials
Glvcolic Peels
*Offer Good Until 10-31-02

7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 20.7A
Orlando, FL 32819
Tel: (407) 226-3396
www.smoothsensationsinc.com

MA11071

-OSCAR DIAZ

Hair &Skin Center, Inc.

4li'
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Pets a nice presence
She agreed with Garcia
and said she thought fees
M8.gic knows a trick: he will sit should depend on damage done
for chicken~ Magic has grown · by the animal.
too old to eat regular cat food.
"I think it was great that I
He has to eat Wet Whiskas' got awaywitJ;i. it for as long as I
because he has lost all his teeth. did," McCool said.
Alison McCool, 22, a senior1
Colin Gower, 22, experisaid when she lived at Polos enced a problem with hiding
East Apartments the manage- . Sam, a -cocker spanieVpoodle.
ment charged too much.
·
"He was living with me in
"They charged $250 to $300 my apartment at Heather·Glen,"
·and they only gave you $100 Gower said. "I received a letter
back." She and her roommate · from the )nanagement saying
had "two cats for which they that I was in violation of my
decided not to pay the fees.
lease agreement and I was now
"Simmone talks to me," responsible for the $650 pet
said McCool; laughing. She said deposit along with an additional
when she gets home the cat, a $150 fee for having a pet withtabby tortie, meows at McCool out having paid the deposit."
until she gives it some attention.
Gower said any number ofMcCool said her neighbors people could have reported his
must have known about her cat, dog.
but chose not to tell on her.
"I'm sure that neighbors
"She sat in the window all and maintenance both_saw me
the time," said McCool. "I know walking him," he said. "I also
all my neighbors knew I had a live near some Heather Glen
cat, but I don.!i know how many employees that may have seen
knew I didn't pay [the fees] for me with a dog, so that may have
her."
led to them sending me tlie letFROM PAGE

..
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until caught

ter."

Schaffer said they issue a
Gower gave up his dog and warning when a pet is found. If
his family now takes care of it. / the pet is not gone in seven
"Having a pet is a very days, management issµes a secrewarding experie:~1ce. There ond notice anci charges each of
seems to be a lot of stress in the the residents $100. The third
college life that includes school- warning is $300 each a,ud then,
work, jobs, rent, .and living as-specified in the lease, manbey<_:rp.d ·your means at times. t;tgement can evict the resiHaVing a pet seems to reduce dents.
He said roommates often
these stresses in some ways. It
is nice to have a dog that is report the animals. "They can't
always ecstatic to see you, and all agree on having a pet," he
is always up for a day in the said. "Usually roommates· will
fresh air."
rat each other out because they
College apartments that don't want to pay the fine ."
Out of 300 residents,
don't allow pets include the
Gatherings, the Village Suites Schaffer said three students
at Science Drive, the University · were caught with pets last year.
Club,
College
Stati_on,
The Gatherings property
Boardwalk Apartments and manager, Erica Schuman, said,
Northgate Lakes Apartments.
"If [residents] are found with a
David Schaffer, _ proper ty pet, their lease can M 'terminatmanager at College Station, ed.
said, "We have a no-pet policy."
Community
Assistant
He said his apartment complex Marialis Rodriguez, · at The
allows students to have some Village at Science Drive, said
small pets, considered "decora- the no pets rule is a community
tions," such as fish, hamsters, policy. She said they allow fish
and small reptiles.
and up to 10:gallon tanks.

AMERICAN

DUFFY'
S
·suas.
over
PllillV
1Million Famous
Cheesesteak Subs Sold

·----------• Buy one Get One .

l.. ___________
FREE ..
I

I

'w/purchase of 2 large drinks CFF
expires 12131/02

ggc

r-----------.,
FOOT LONG .

,)

1

1

I
MEATBALL I
I
SANDVllCH . I
I
.
I
w/purchase ot large drink cFF
1
1
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1
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·
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CHEESE STEAK

1
I

., _ _ _;x~r~ 1~3~0~ _ c: •

10042 Universnv BIVll.
one Mle west or UCF

Comer or Dean and UniversilJ

401-619-2448

MEXICAN

r . . . . . ~-·. . TIJUANA

I

f lATS

• Great Tex-Mex
.•Cold Beer
• laid Bac;k
Atrnospherem. ·
11 · Forida Locations
~~,%ti~4'WfilWffifilltitW:Utr~-=

7608 Onivefsity 81vd. .
Corner of Goldenrod and University
(UCf AREA)

(407) 673-2456
Cool part-tims jo6sl
Call for an intsrvisw.

PIZZA
•

~
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

•.
Nsu

~~HE.· ASTE~N

•

UNIVERSITY

BJ~!gnecks
B1!15All You

II can Eat Wings

Mon - Wed. 11am - 2am

3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale; FI: 33314

~it)O'f\cl ~ Q..ta..~~vo~ .

407-282. 4000
-Across tram UCI

--
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Crossword

CHU.CK SHEPHERD
UNNERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Cultural diversity
• In July, on her return from a ,frownedupon pilgrimage with a female frtend just after
her wedding, Sangeeta Sauda, age 20 and of a
Khanjar tribal community in India, volunteered to hold a red-hot iron in her hands in
public to prove to her husband that she was
still as pure as the Hindu goddess Sita. She
passed the test, but police in Indore, watching
the ceremony, later arresled Sauda's husband
and in-laws for.allegedly pressuring her to
hurt herself.
•Among the more daring indigenous
national games (from a September ABC News
report): fish-fighting in Thailand Gust like
cockfighting but with specially bred.fish in a
tank); competitive kite-flying in several
Southeast Asia countries (kites with sharp
edges for contestants to try to shred opponents' kites); and "pato," which is now played
in Argentina with a partially buried ball with
handles, but which originally was played by
burying a duck up to his neck and. attempting
to yank it up while on horseback.

.

• To battle dry spells in Nepal and neighboring northern India in July and August,
dozens of farmer's wives gathered in the fields
to perform naked dances at midnight in order
to appease Indra, the Hindu god of rain; the
women of Uttar Pradesh state in India were
less successful, but the 200 Nepalese women
who began dancing in mid-August were
rewarded with the start of the monsoon. season, which soon created floods and landslides.
And in Lambertville, N.J., iri'August, a nude
Douglas B. Ca,rroll, 24, was arrested at 3 a.m.
and told police he _thought running across a
bridge naked, really fast, would bring rain; the
·
next night, it rained.
•Thailand's public healtk minister issued .
a warning in August against the growing fad
. of keeping as pets the large Madagascar
Hissing Cockroaches, which·are betng widely
sold for about $1.20 each. Acco_rding to her,
theii- bacteria- and virus-laden, 2-V2-inch-long
l;>odies, and very quick breeding ability, make
them somewhat UIJ.suitable as pets.

Abenefit Of obesity: secret hiding places
James Scott Woods, 26, was arrested in
Mount Carmel, Tenn., in July after police w~re
called to a house on a robbery complaint.
Officers could not find evidence of the robbery
and were inclined to let Woods go but on a
hunch discovered a half-ounce of marijuana,
plus a pipe and $187 cash, tucked into a fold
of Woods' stomach. (A few minutes later,
Woods was also charged with tampering with
evidence when he allegedly broke.his handcuffs and tried to swallow the marijuana.)

ACROSS .
1 Mustangs, e.g:
6 Papas' partners
11 Mayday letters
14 MCJderate brown
15 Tip off
16 Emmet
17 Hotel employee
19 Chill
20 Buenos
21 In the bag
23 Masquerade
disguises
26 Legislative
bodies
27 Voiced one's
· . thoughts
28 Having supper
29 Resembling :
suff.
30 Spanish
gentleman
32 Power for Fulton
35 Takes off
37 Polonius,
Laertes, ,et al.
39 Middling
40 Hit hard
42 Fender
depressions
44 Greek letter
45 Actress Hawn
47 Applied blusher
49 Learned one
51 Wets
52 Millinery
anchor?
53 Less humid
. 54 Tax agcy.
55 Classifies
·mentally
60 Respiratory
malady
61 Navy frogmen
62 Missouri
tributary
63 Light brown
64 Writer Peters
65 Doorstop

© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All ri,ihte

re~ed.

8 _culpa
- 9 On one's feet

10 Choreographer
Ruth
11 England's
dragon slayer "
12 When actors
enter
13 Elements in a
procedure
18 Became worn . away
22 Desires
23 Cabinet
features
24 Narcotic from
poppies
25 Arctic
, phenomenon
DOWN
26 Alarm
1 TV watchdog
28 Transplant
agcy.
recipient
2 La-la lead-in
31 Lowest point
3 Sony rival
33 Pallid
4 Bailiwick
34 Dispositions
5 Apennine people 36 Bend down
6 Foals' mothers
38 Muscle woe
7 Charity
41 Plane curve

See solutions,
page 28

43 By hook or by
crook
46 Book before
Hosea
48 Attempted an
overthrow
49 Change gea.rs

50 "Cheers" barmaid
51 Metal scum
. 53 Cold-cut palace
56 Guy's date
. 57 Glasgow boy
58 Faberge item
59 Behold

.
12000 COlle_giate wav

401-211-1616
~~

A\ am off

Residence

-Inn

11651 Univ~rsilV Boulevard

401-513-9000

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-243~&100

·. ~

lassifiedS

•-

Thursday October 1~, 2002

•
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•

200FoRSAU

500 ON CtMl'l!S

250 Alll'OMO'lJJ'E

550 EVEN'I'S
600
LIFE

300 FOR llBNc
325 HOMES

350 ROOMMAT£S
400 SBJ'JCBS

Gm

700Misc
750 TRAVEL
800BELIGION

•
•

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite i60
Orlando, FL 328f7

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
~xciting opportunity.
.Valet Parking - Positions starting-at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Full Time Leasing Agent needed for
potential long term employment.
Experience Preferred.
Call 407-673-4401 or
Fax resume to 407-998-3787.

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST
Night Clubs!
$$$ PT _Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
_
Call for interview 407 538 6136

Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus;or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or
call 888-318~8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary!

Earn $2500-$3500 per week!
30 year-old company seeks Reps.
A REAL Product and Need. Earn
thousands a week on your own time.
Email infinite_income2k2@hotmail.com
w/ contact info & "best time to call.
Female Model Nee.ded for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses for
3-D creation. $10 for one hour of time.
Call John for details 407.253.6163

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

INTERNET MARKETING

Base/Appt P!T Flexible around classes
No Ex.p. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881
Varsity Marketing Group is looking for
P!T commissioned reps to sell
promotional products to
clubs/organizations on campus.
Motivated individuals can earn
$300-$1,000 per week. Send resume
to stephanies@maddeninc.com.

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competetive pay. #1945
-AJoma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

Nanny needed.

•

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Loolc:ing for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No ex~rience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107

P!T and F!T during holiday's.
Experienced and must drive. Longwood.
Flexible hrs.. $8/hr. Call 407-925-5218.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Great business opportunity.
Global deregulation of
communications. Will only happen
once. Don't miss your chance. PIT
and FIT. No exp. nee. For more info.
call 352-223-2437.
Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
, Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.
New to Modeling? Fashion
Photographer is seeking models
looking to build a portfolio and break
into modeling. Schedule a free test
. shoot today at our studio in
Downtown Casselberry. Visit
www.tmc2photography.com.

Futon, Dark wood/black iron.
Very comfortable upgraded full-size
mattress. Attractive green, maroon
cover (changeable). $175/0.B.O
Call 407-383-0298.

male volunteers (ageslB-35), to participate in a

brief research study to examine the effects of a
single exeri:ise session on leptin (a hormone that
affects the way aperson loses or gains. weight).

L:~~J!~
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Benefits include: •
• Body Composition
Assessment
•Pulmonary
Function Testing
• 6raded Exercise Test
(Stres.s Test)

FOR SALE

Why rent? Buy w/ Low Rates.
Faculty, staff or students can
enjoy a 1700 sf SE Orlando Home
for same mo. pymt. as rent. Immaculate
38/28 w/ XL gar, acre, lots storage, .
close to UCF $147,900.
1-850-228-5088 Bool.com.

ml] AUTOMOTIVE
1995 Mitsubishi Mirage S
88,000 miles
Engine in- PERFECT Condition
· $2950 obo
Call 407-435-8826 for details_

~FoRRENT
UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up to
1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for a
FREE search! In office, by fax or
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.
Avail. immed. Responsible, neat, easy
going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. 5 min. from UCF. $400 plus 1/3
util. Call Michelle at (407) 671-6815.

HOUSE FOR LEASE
Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice!
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pets.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-296-0687
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immediately, 3
blocks from UCF, 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth contact
Amber 321-229-1426
Jefferson Commons Sublease ASAP!
1b/1b in 2/2apt. Female. Furnished
bed/living. All utils incl. W/D incl.
$585/mo. Call (561)261-2334 .
NS Female w/cat to share 212 house
in quiet area off Red Bug Lake. NS
female wanted for pvt bed, bath, 1/2
garage. House furnished, bedroom
not. $450/mo inclu util (not phone
or cable). 407-312-3264
Private room/bath in_new home near
UCF. We're neat, friendly and NS
and you too. $395/m incl utils, dsl,
kitchen and garage. Call
407-948-6104. Prefer
female/gay male.
CONDO FOR RENT 2/2 Condo, new carpet & paint,
tennis court, near UCF campus,
avail. immediately $850/mth,
contact 407-463-0650
172 Reserved Circle, just North of UCF,
'
off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
carpet/paint. Inside laundry incl. 1100
sq. ft. $850/mnth. Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650.

~FoRRENT
$475/mth, util/cable included,
amenities:pool (access from room),
garage parking, W/D, storagE! space,
pets ok, large backyard, 5 min from
· UCF,NS, Female preferred.quiet
neighborhood. Easy access to '417 .
Call Sandy/Mike 407-677-8391
avail immediately
FOR RENT
3/2 home for rent, 10 min. from UCF,
washer/dryer and alarm sys. lncluded, .
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021

m!J ROOMMATES
Room for Rent. House near VCC.
7 mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig.
cable, and DSL incld. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr. .
Female/gay male. 407-761-1270.
Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home on
lake, gated community, 6 inins from
UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, .pool and tennis. Call
239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.
2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min
from UCF and Valencia. M/F welcome.
Call 407-273-8805.
Roommate Needed
Share 4/3 golffront, pool, spa.
Absolutely awesome $500/mth.
Call 407-509-7974
Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only
1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util.
BBall/VBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath. Free
Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous owner
321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
large Headline: ·

• Aerobic Capacity
Jest
• Brief Dietary
Analysis
• Blood Analysis
• $120

Coll: 407-927-7813 • Email: gkyriozis@lgeperformonce.com

$9perwk
$8petwk
$7perwk
$1perwk
$1perwk

_Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for ooch additional line.
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SERVICES

St Jdent Success-A seminar October 5th and 19th Learn to speed
read, memorize anything, cut study
time in half, really retain what you learn,
& Improve your grades by one full point
or more in less that 60 days if you
LEARN and USE these techniques.
12noon-8 Pm Each Day Prepay to
Save 50% or pay $100.00 at the door.
Show College ID and Pay Only $20.00
per day. Private sessions available,
available on audio tape as well.
407-851-0945 or
www.HypnoDean.com

Computer ~epair & Tune-Up
Got a paper, project, or exam soon?
Don't let your computer slow you down.
Internet or computer, we can fix it.
CALL John Crutchfield at
407-870-9141.
MARY KAY PRODUCTS
Try the latest makeup shades &
discover a fresh new look. Just call
for a free makeover! Contact Kimberly
Hayes 407-296-9423 or log on to
www.marykay.com/khayes9

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?
So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for your job search?
Can you compete in this job market?
Do you know where to find the best
opportunities? What does your resume
say about you? How well do you
interview? Are you prepared to
negotiate f<?r the salary you deserve?
Could you use a helping hand???
Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING
(407-629-8900) and let us help you
gain the competetive edge! We offer
resume development, interview ·
preparation, job search strategies,
salary negotiations and much much
more. Mention this ad and
receive a 10% discount!!!

,,, t1/-,,.,-

orlando executive transportation

""'
introduces THE KNIGH OUT SHUTTLE
...A 14 passenger party van riding from rite UCf area to Downtown Orlando anti back. Why take
.

-~

, ''- t ' . .

sevetal cars anti risk a oui when you am he tlropped off anti picked up for less than $10 aperson?
Avalable 1 nights a week. Please mention this otl for a 10% discount off·rountl trip price. ~

401-101-8560

'Rmtastic Sams·
CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
-Experienced Stylists-

U(f HU~tNn
s101rn cm

1 Bed/bath avail in University House.
Close to UCF. W/D, 32" t.v., back
door pool and all util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Dan at 904-610-2330.

No Coupon
Required!

LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master b~droom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
. beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $415/mo + utils call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

Are you Overweight?
Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness .& Dietary Assessment
The &ercise Physf.o/IJgy Lab at UCF is lookingfor healthy,

3 pm: Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

407-447-4555 • dOS$ifieds@IJCffuture.com

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE now hiring
Exp. servers and hostesses on Red
Bug/Tuskawilla. Must be avail.
for Christmas Holidays. Apply
Mon - Thurs. 1-3 or call
407-699-0900 for app.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866""208-3263.

•

~ ---~~:~!~~@~ . ~. ~~

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556 .
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160 ·.
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED E!Ii]
Interested in Modeling?

•

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Includes Shampoo
and Lite Blow Drv
tlo appoinlment is
necessary!

Ask about other UCF_specials
10691 E. Colonial
(2 Blocks west of Alafaya next to new bowling lanes)

( 407) 380-5626

1
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SERVICES

Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

Halloween Party Gakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings
DELIVERED BE4UTIFULLYGIFT Pi'(:KAGED
wmt Pl.ATES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BAU.OONSI

Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1@earthlink.net

Find your someone special now.
Call 1~900-255-2700 x 8829.
$2.99 per minute, must be 18 yrs.
Serve-U 619-645-8434

Gotta Qrder The Gal!e?
Take the Hassle Oyt!

rm

Buttsn:ream, Chocol.*, carrot
cakes, Huge Pies. Cheesecakes,
Muffins, Paslrles, Gourmet
Cookies & Morel

Audio books piling up? Trade in for
new books! Trade 2-for-1/ receive
bookstore credit. Visit Book
Treasures Bookstore,located at
Univ. Blvd.& Goldenrod Rd. next to
Winn-Dixie.M~F 10-7,407-677-9092

0

AUDIO/STEREOPHllES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects ~nd Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or Tiie
Floors . . www.kleintechsys.com

Fraternities• Sororities Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campusfundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with
the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL
Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. Avoid internet scams and
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407.541.2000

Loving Relationships Workshop
· Monday, Oct. 21
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Key West 218B
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429; Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

.roliltimil
.
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-· ·spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com !

"
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Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends,
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, .
and cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

• f111 & Easy Tr111sportation
• F"llKIKing Av~
-, _
• 2yr unlinited mleage warranty
• 3 models/ 9 colors

• Major atHlt cards accepted
,

P11rls - S11les - Servke

:

Jet Ski Orlando

l..,,_

-.

i (407) 859-3006
•

TRAVEL

ACT NOW! we- guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre, _
Cancun, Jamaica, Ba_hamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$.-Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-657~ dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

ml] ON CAMPUS

Ei RETAIL

MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

CAKES DELIVERED!!

Tutor

Graves RIC Hobbies 407-294-5699
4814 N OBT 1/4 mi N of John Young.
-Full supply for A/C, car, boat, 20 heli
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free CA
Glue w/$10 purchase w/ad.

fZiI!J

. ..

www.statravel.com
onL1ne

»

on THE PHone

»

on CAmPU/ - »
G:~- .

Eiiil]

on THE ttR~ET

RELIGION

I

SPRING BREAK 2003 is
now sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Sout_h Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact www.stude-ntexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

Applic§!nts Wanted to st_
udy
Patt IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit wwW.eventodaward.com
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la/I Time ·. Paid Training
Part Time Hours:
Mid Bhitt 12·B:3BPM ·•·--Nill/Its 3·11:BBPM

NO EKPERIENCi:NECISSARY
ADVANCEMENT DPPORTUNIUiS
...

...__ -,:-

~~---'<full.Time Benefits:

Halillays, Personal Bays • Campany Matching 4111
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation
I

(,\

Right around the ·corner from UCf
•
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Job-linll ~ -407-31_
3·1391 ·
12001 Science Dr" • ·orlando; Fl 3282&
EOE/DFWP-
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Florida•s

Largest
Selection

HAVE OK CREDIT, START .NEW CREDIT OR NEED TAX BREAK? CURRENT PAYMENTS TOO HIGH?
RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATE? NO CREDIT? CALL CAPTAIN CREDIT NOW!
HAVEN'T
. . NEW IN . . NEW ON . , .) NO . , .) LET us
PURCHASED A CAR IT THE
,
THE
,
LOCAL ,
HELP
ON CREDIT BEFORE? •
AREA - •
JOB
•
CREDIT •
CALL

0

ORLANDO

LONGWOOD

(407)578•5337 - 800•297•0004
·

%

'tu12mon~
Air Con ditioning, Automatic
Transmission, 205Hp, V-6, ABS
AM/FM Cassette, Power Windows
& Locks, Privacy Glass, More!

•

•

Fadory MSRP: 10,304
Dealer Discount: 1, 100
Fadory Rebate:
500
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

Air Conditioning,
Automatic, Power
Windows, Power Locks,
AM/FM Cassette, CD,
Power Moonroof

Fadory MSRP: 16,655
Dealer Discount: 2,000
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth: 2,000 ·

AN • a1c'!f'~:':i.~~~Tll: ANTY·
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Only _
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Fadory MSRP:
Dealer Discount:
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

19,953
3,000
3,000
2,000
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